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President Joel Segall and DSSG President Sean Mason.
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Students Fear Cutbacks in Services
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By TONI COLAVITO
, .. ~$12.00. Therevenues would
go 'towards clubs and services.
"We have one of the lowest
student activity·fees !Ulywhere,
and We're· hoping to make the'
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The Graduate Student Assein- .
bly (G.SA) has petitioned the
Student Elections and· .:
--Governence •.Review-Com~ittee-:·
(S.E.G.R.C.) to place a referen-
dum on to raise the Graduate
'StudentSActivities Feesto$21.35 .
in the ballot duringthe May 1990
-----stllaent elections.
The petition would onlypermit
the G~S.A. to plaCe the propOsed .:
'referendum on a ballOt in, the·
May elections, and not give the
. G.SA the .authoritY:tonUse the· .~~
fees.
ceIn order-tQ puttbevote-....::
the studentIJ, the petition.Bas to: '.
have the signature8«lo-pemmt ..-,
.ofthe graaWifi~:BGdY~ia::;.
favoref-nquestiDg'to:'ID&ke-·t;he, .{::
ballot,'Th~ballotwould];"~cI:~·.'··:.:":<....?- :2'2;~:.,)~:: ... ~:.,,~"7 .. '..: ....•. ,....• "
you,favor-8ifintteasem.ther~? .. ·LtSa~:Prnl'"
Yes or No," said·c.rOJ.·Robbins,' dento/GSA.
.the· fonnerDireetor ofGraduate . ~ .: . .
·d E· -s.:'. .S"-_.:i....~ ·Servi,·- . . 'OCtbe current $lL36.'~...u-an venmg· IoIaUCU. ' ~ .. ... .. ~,ca.&J.&
·h· .. "hr,.--n' ....~...:...... •. --.;._ ate. stlJdent aetm.·tt fee,.-·t~.~50w 0 IS currenl4.7~~ -,-'.. . .. •... .'.
sultantfi &E:G1-c;~~11OW goestotbeStudentc;eDter~.l.OO.
. . ~ ,£.'1:;;.:' ""ti~:"'~ ,:.'" goestoithe GratluoteV~ -the
we ~ Ul~loIle ~_l~~ .pnue, 'graduate students ne ."
Robbins S8.1d~~. .-"'; ,. . ..';'.. .. '.. , ..~~ I
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According to the Director of
AdmissionsJohn Fischer,incom-
ing freshmen for the Fall semes-
ter of 1990 must show proof of
immunization for measles,
mumps and rhubella before reg-
-istering.
Students that registered in the
Fan of1989 must also show proof
by a certain date. However,
Fischer said, "Students that
registered earlier than Septem-
ber 1989 may not require proof,
but they have to be kept on a list .
and the Collegehas tokeep them
. off campus if there is an out-
BY DIANE LEPPEK break in the school."
Provost John McGarraghy al- creating a surplus of'a savings in The Office of"the Dean of Stu- .
located $450~000in excess funds the budget." dents will be sending out letters
this Springsemester to the three In December, McGarraghy dis- within the next few weeks de-
academicdepartmentsand to stu- .tributedthe money to the three scribing to students what the
dent servic.e.s·'be.$.use~,the-'state., schools of the college, School of procedure is' for obtaining the
edacat.iODbud8et~AOtreduc8d,q·LiberalArtsandSciences,School proofcrthe immunizationshots. The Baruch College many times -on the issue and I
asmuchase~·intheF'all Of. of BuSiness Public Administra- Fischer explained, "Most indi- Association's Board of Directors believe th;at students should not
1989.· ~~~~~~~~__e .~on, ~~001:~~~:~fi;; ~~~~:~·_.~~'·~~~~~~:~·~~,~~~~4·)~'''~~tai~~:~~~~of.-.·~7~~~~:,~·~tr
pec~a'12Dtil\iOti~~~.~- l~~~~~~ .p .':-~'" ... ~... " ·c ..' .,,, " ... ,:_ •.. ~. .. ... .. . .. .. .'.'.. ',.. , . .. :.'~:,=~,~
.. ',."~7ti~1~~.7=-;'. "-, ._ ~,~ ,., ~.~ ;;·_:··7'::~:·~~·~:~{;f\::;2_~~·::~P:fi~: 'C, _:ItA%~4~~..~ ,.~:~·:,;·:'~;d>c:' ~~~,:e ~~g~:~;~It,~:'~~)lt.the-:o~~4.i!~,~¥.~~. ..
~~. .·1Ililli()n~B8rumConege ~·Eam.Gf~lhdiieym:,·,;."-,, ,'. "~;~ .. - ' .. .~~ ·:'St1rden-t· ~ntet~at~l'$.'C<'~ ·~d'·: ..tlie·bm~;o7B-/~·-me.-.' .
President Joel8ega.1l. . hiring addi.tionaladjunct'(tem- . (StlideIits~nna~ntationor Street.~. college 1'Uher tbim tak. up the
, Theschoolp1acedahiringfreeze porary)professorsandprtlfession- get ~em lm~umzed.. .. . The vote will enable the re- payment of the' entire amount, .
---:-."--o~.~!!~~~~~cteti=-_··a1~~~~~!!_~~~~etp--,=_.~l~, ~,~~r:e~, --'-·r~ Oi$l~~J9lX!.~.'h~a p~- -·pay~!O,®O f~~~~'"t:-~.a.r.~r·· .-.:.~~,~~.~~
cal stafCt custodial staff, adjunct ease crowded classes and lessen manwno:'.eglSte!ed In -septe.~- viously been applied tosecurity an another $10,000 each addi-
professors,andcounselorstosave the workload on over booked ·berl989,co~plal:ne.d,:'T0~el:s costs to other of student activi- tional year so that the student
money for the expected cut last counselors for. this semester. ~h~sle~lloverag~nhJusthl~kell~ ties.AllsixstudentsontheBoard burdenwilleventuallybe phased
semester. . Assistant Dean Joan Japha JUnlor high and big Sc 00 'voted-at-their¥eb.. 15 meeting in out.
McG8riaghy said, "The college C nt,. d' P 7 Continued on fage 7 favor of the proposal to cease. ,This sum, according to Mason
did not fill certain positions thus 0 UUU! on age payments of security. All five however amounts to about 10 .
!.- administrative and faculty mem- percent of-the total cost of stu-
hers voted against the measure. dent payment towards security
There is some fear that the and with inflation and otherfac-
vote will force the administration tors considered; the percentage
to cut other student services in covered will drop to aboutfour or
order to be able to cover security five percent. '
costs atthe student aetivitycen-. Asked if he thought the ad-
ter. SeanMason, presidentofthe ministratienwould tak~ retali-
. - DaySessionStudentGovemment atory action in terms ofcutbacks
: $2.00'goe.s to~~ds the G.S-A., (DSSG)andanex-officiomember to student services in order'to
.... ~~ng, th~ reII).~~!1g $0.85 goes to. of the Board., said that "In the come up with . the money Icst,
,. the. CU~ Government, the past there have beeh threats to Masorisaidtnat-'itwouldonlybe
·_.-Unl\lerslty-,St:ude.nts~enate-u- dose' 'down 'the stua-efit. actiVity---~a .testament·~'the-PreSiden~s .
. (U .s.8.) - the CUNY WIde stu- center however I do not believe lack ofcommitment to stuUentS
.: , de~t government. Th~pr~d ,that the administration will want Intheseereesbeeeuse it will show
..': inCreaseof$10.00wou~d~go?i- totakesuchanactionduetoheavY Inconsistency in his gesture to-
rec~ly to the.G.S~A.I~ng Its __!1_~e an,d a!'t_ticipated protest." __\V.~ds_~ttJ.l~n~.," Ha.f;!_.\V~n~_~~ to
Joel Segall,~sidentof the say t~t student services have
Baruch College, in an interview suffered tremendously in the last
with the Ticker priorto theBoard's
meeting said that "I have talked .
The Ticker is published bi-weekly,
seven times a semester, by The
TickerEditorialStaffat 137E 22nd
I St., New York, N.Y. 10010, Room
i301F. All work except printing is
I done by' Baruch undergraduate,
. graduate, or CUNY BA students.
All typed and signed contributions
and letters are welcomed, and
should be mailed to the above ad-
dress. Our office is open duirng
regular school hours. Any display
advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising or busi-




matter what grades you get!
Anybody knows you don't treat
people like that, let alone
young, impressionable students
trying to make something of
their lives. Many, no doubt,
simply stopped coming to class








how our brothers and sisters
and childrenare beingeontinu-
ously raped in the school
systems allover this country.
The fact that we allow ourselves
to~~p~a!-e~Jntoa
position to compromise our
minds and self-respect is
frightening and pitiful. We.
must realize that the hard
fought battles our ancestors and
leaden before us have
fought to insist upon an
intergrated school system and a
curriculum of inclusion, in
which all races and cultures.
would have fafr and equal
representation in the white-
male dominated and run.
educational system, have
systematically been under-
mined by a decade and a half of
complaeeney and comformity.
But the black and Hispanic .
courses that have emergedfioom
those struggles, though giant
to suggest Toni Morrison's
riovella,"The Bluest Eye".
The professor asked to borrow
my copy to see ifit was "appro-
priate" for the course.
ItitJ ~ ~~-Ks~~~~~he
administrative branch at
Baruch College would have the
audacity to allow an English
professor to teach a eourse in
the modem short novel.with out
having any knowledge ofToni
Morrison, who is one of the
leading American novelists
producing liteniture today.
Ifthis bu11sbit is happening at
the university level, imagine
The Ticker·
Wait a minute. The story
does not end here. Listen to
this! Ifyou do not have a
Ph.D. and want to work as a
counselor, Baruch may hire
you, but only as a substitute.
Substitutes are automatically
discharged after two years! .












This diabolical conspiracy of
ignorance, arrogance and
exclusion has never been so
blatantly display-ed to.me.. ~
until I attended a certain
English course, in which the
moment when their students
need them the most, Baruch
College tells 'the counselors
that it is time for them to go
on vacation. 'Why? -Because
Baruch requires thecounsel-
ors to come to work in August
.to handle registration for the
entire school. Let us repeat
that! Baruch College forces
the SEEK/Comp Ed counsel-
ors to abandon their students
when .they are needed most, in
the weeks before finals, so . .
Baruch College can use them
to handle registration in
August for the entire school.
What about those counselors
who courageously refuse to
dessert their students before
finals? The college refuses to
pay them!
The college has a policy that Another student failed
if a student fails remedial English once, and was told not
English twice they are auto- to take more than 13 credits the
matically expelled. Now following term. She took more
check this out. Last Spring than 13 anyway and passed
many students failed English everything with flying colors.
for the second time. The Reg- Nonetheless, she was told that
counseling students and 'istrar failed to check off their she would be debarred for
helping them make it through names, and so their registra- disobeying regulations and
school, you will still be dis- tion cards were made avail- exceeding the credit limit!
charged because you don't able to them in September, so Want to hear another? Every
have your Ph.D. Ifyou did, they went ahead and regis- semester a number of students
though,YQu would be dis- teredo They were notified in _ fail the terms of theirprobation,
charged in a few years, since November, however, that and so they are automatically
you .would nothave' time.to since their names were missed ejected. However, they are
publish!! Catch-22. Isn't that in the ~mmer, the-y would be allowed to appeal.' If you are
~hatit'8~led?" <~v' S KickedoUtbfthe c:onep,'au~ '!'. '~ejeiWd(deberi-ed}inMa;r~yotW.-
How·:~tthisone.EverY' matically~at: the-end o£fJ1e ,appeal is heard in~aDuary.~t ..'
spring semester in.the last . term; Can y~~ believe it? has alnY8 been this wtly•. '., '. .
weeks beforefinals, the. There they are sailing along, Then, all or-a sudden, last term .
counselors in the SEEK/Comp doing well, making progress,
'E(rDe'-;-r~---ent-are----Ut00.····-_····· "'andll'ieritJiif-et-a Jl()tifiC8:- .. h.. - ....p8rtJn._.. ...P-. . .~ . ., .. y~. ... . ..
vacation. Yes, at the very tion like that! .You're out..no
specified genre ofstudy is the
modern short novel. The
professor handed out a
syllabus, in which all the .
authors are either EuRAPEan
or white AmeriKKKan. When
she asked for any other sug-' .
. gestionsto add to the reading
list,. I quickly raised my hand
This diabolical conspiracy of .
ignorance; arrogance and exclu-
Tales of the Darkside:
Horror Stories at Baruch College
By ARlHUR LEWIN and MARIA LOPEZ
THE GREAT HISTORIAN
Dr. John Henrik Clarke has
said: "Powerful people never
educate powerless people in how
to take their power away from
them." This-is relevent,
because if we look towards the
history ofAfrikan enslavement
inAmeri~we see that it
was literally illegal for an
Mrikan held captive in
AmeriKKKa to learn how to
read and write. And if we look
closer, we can.also see that the
educational system that we have sion has never been so blantantly
today is structured in such a . . . '.
waythatit~eepsotherraces displayed to me until ....
and cultures mentally entrapped. \
simply by excluding their
peoples' history and contribu-
tions to the world. In turn, the
white-power structure of this
society systematically programs
'their own white youth, as Hitler
had done with his S.8. and Nazi
Youth, to think and feel as .
though they are superior and
. ."
the rest of the world only exists
ArtJuu- Lewin is (J professor of
Black Studies at BtlTIICh and
..Miii-Ta~ls direc,tiii'(jj .'.....
Counseling for SEEKJComp.Ed
Tony Medina at THEe CUTTING EDGE
of the Cultural Revolution
Preparation for War
Forget "Friday the 13th
Part 7". Forget "The Texas
ChainsawMassacre". Forget
Freddie and forget Jason.
You want to get a good scare?
Listen to what has been
happening to your classmates,
. I and what may very well
I happen to you. Without
I further ado) hear then) the
Baruch Horror Stories.
Everyone seeking employ-
ment as a counselor at.
Baruch is required to have a
Ph.D. They are hired as
Assistant Professors and
therefore expected to publish
articles in their field of study.
·Ittney don't publish they are
fired. Other Assistant
Professors have ten hours of
contact with students each
week whereas counselors
have 30. ·Even though
counselors spend three times
as many hours with students,
they are expected to publish
. just as much as Assistant
Professors. Therefore, if they .
want to discharge their duties
as counselors, they cannot
publish adequately. On the
other hand, if they want to
publish, and therefore attain
a pennanent position) they
cannot do any real counseling.
Is it any wonder that students
bitterly complain about the










are those of the
individual writers, .











To the editorial staff,
I question the level of ma-
turity arid professionalism of
the editors and staffofThe
Ticker. I can not believe the
edttors ofa college newspaper
would allow the Valentine'
message that read;
Happy Valenti1le's Day





Editors' Note: The Ticker regrets
the fact that YO" took offense at a
Valent~ placed in OIU last
issue. however we let all contri-
butions run unedited "SO tkey
would express the true feelings of
the writer.
to be printed.
It is a derogatory remark
. insulting to all women. I am
... sure ifit were a racially
insulting remark it would
have not been printed.
Freedom of speech is one
tmngbutwhenitUrrge~
members of a group in a _
disparaging manner, as this
so-called Valentine's message
does, it is discriminatory.
A pathetic little boy may
write something like and
consider it funny but I was
embarrassed that a college
editor would allow this to
print. It was not only allowed
to be printed but it was
uniquely bordered and almost
.centered on the page to draw
attention to it.
I can only assume the
people who were involved in
.allowing this meSsage to go to
press are perpetuating the
mentality that women are
second class citizens and it is
...aeeeptable-t&referto~m-~n .
this offensive manner.
I am furious at this sexist
remark and even more
angered that it was printed. I
believe The Ticker owes all
women an apology for
allowing this. I would think
those members of the staff

















































solely to manage the over $1 million of stu-
dent fees collected annually. Student organi-
zations also do not pay for the large telephone
bills that they generate. Aylman pointed out
correctly that students will be asked to pay
for these services and more if Baruch was to
assume the cost of security at the Student
Center, which costs hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually:
The Ticker cautions the students leaders to
weigh these factors and instead compromise
on this issue. Having the college pay for half
the security costs next year would seem a far
solution.
The stand the student representatives on
the Board of Directors have taken is a bril-
liant way to bring the issue of student fee
expenditures on security into the spotlight.
But now that the rhetoric has been spoken,
they must stand back and consider the real
costs of their resolution.
"WY"e refuse to be intimidated"
"It would only be a testament to the president's lack ofcom-
mitment to students in these areas..." Sean Mason
"We would layoff faculty and if the students prefer that they
must be out of their minds." Joel Segall
Sean Mason
"Hell, we don't even have enough space for classes"
Page 2
DECLARING THEIR independence of admin-
strative constraints, the student representa-
tives on the Baruch College Association's
Board of Directors voted to stop using student
fee money to pay the security costs for the
Student Center building.
DSSG President Sean Mason and the other
student leaders argue that security is a cost
best paid for by Baruch College as part of the
. college's obligationto protect the students and
as part of the college's general security con-
tract. Instead, they want the saved money to
be used for expanded student activities. Their
point is well taken and has merit. As Carl
Aylman, director of day student activities,
says," The real issue is that the money saved
will go to help run the student center."
But will it? Have the student leaders cut off
their noses to spite Joel Segall's face?
Presently, student organizations do not pay
for the student accounting unit, which exists
Sean Mason, president of the DSSG, and Joel Segall, president ofBaruch College,
share their points ofview about the recent Board of Director's vote on student center
security, and its ramifications:
Same Old Stuff is Scary
EDIT0 RIALS ============================================================================
Taking A Stand Isn't Free
Quotes of the Fortnight
THEY ARE TALES that frustrate and disgust College adminstrators claim this policy exists
us more than even scare us. People aren't becaus-e the SEER counselors have "to run tall
usually scared by the familiar and the known. registration. This is so Baruch doesn't have
On the next page, Professor Arthur Lewin to pay the counselors ext.ra money for the
and Ms. Maria Lopez relate how Baruch ·Col- work they do in August.,
lege, true to form, continues to ignore student The point is, if Baruch is going to bother to
support services at the school. Lewin and run a remedial and support service for stu-
Lopez describe theirtales.as.horror stories.deP.ts why do they continue withthese half-
'We describe them as a tired-old rerun. ass efforts. The students that require these
Here's one story that's played over and over remedial services to improve their academic
again: SEEK! Compensatory Education coun- skills pay full tuition, and they deserve full
selors are asked at the end of every spring service and support.
semester to take a vacation, right before final We have just told you one of many tales. that
exams. This obvoiusly is the time that their Lewin and Lopez relate, Read their op-ed,
remedial students' need academic and psycho- . and then contact the adminstration andthe
logical support the most; this logic is' co- Day Session Student -Government. Tell them
maparable to asking the mid-wife to leave just you are disgusted by these horror stories.
when the pregnant mother goes' into labor.
,.












$40 A MONTH STIPEND
By KENNETH BROWN c8ncelling their weekly lunch
allowance of $75.
The Day Session Student .---_~A~t~th=e~CO~~rsFebruary 8
Councifapproved stiPends of meeting, the body approved
$10.00 per meeting for all 20 of the idea ofgranting them-
its members and the three selves stipends, but due to club
appointed vice presidentS of the o~cers'opposition and
Day Session Student Govem- indecisiveness within the
mente Council itself: a motion to
The Council voted 7-3 in decide the amount of the
favor, with one abstenti~ of stipends was tabled until the
giving $10 per wee~or $40 per next ~lmeeting. The
month, ~tipends to 'th~ council. Council apintabled.a motion
members. Lower Council to decide the stipend amounts
member John Pedersen voted. attbeir-F~:15 meeting.
against the proposal, and ~tbe ....Stipends will also be paid to
only Council member who has the three appointed vi~
decided not to accept the presidents orthe DSSG: Nicole
stipend. The stipends will be Nembrand, vice president of
distributed on a monthly basis, legislative affairs, Angalla
and will be granted retroac· ' . WiDiama ofcampus a1f~
tively from the Counc:il's fint and Scott Butti ofaeademic
meeting this-semester·~. afIiQrs. These three DSSQ
January 29., . . oftie:enare not el8cted by .
The Council also 'Voted 6-3, students but are appointecl by
with one abstention, apiDst the DSSG president.




The Beard of Trustees of the and culture city, is Carrying out "'l
City UniversityofNe.w York has activeinternationalexchangesin tenyea.rsanditwouldvery-rtaive"
approved the establishment ofa' wide-ranging' fields, including on the part of the President to
branch campus ofLehman Col- .edueationandculture. Thefound. cause a further reduction in stu-
legeinJapan,withcourses taught ing oftheCUNYJLehmanat Hi. dent services since "there is no
in English by Lehman faculty roshima in Apnl 1990 embodies correlation between the two Is-
. members. The school Issehed- educational internationalization sues" hesmd.
uled to be opened in April and and is an auspicious beginning Segall was quick to point out
has been named CUNYlLehman for the 1990's." however that his commitment to
at Hiroshima. Lehman will offer the same the welfareofstudentsis unques-
Three.hundred Japanese core curriculum it offers to tioned and cited as an example
freshmen, wi11live in residence Lehman student in the Bronx hiscontributiontowardsthecele-
halls andattendclaSsesananew This includes core courses in Dee Potter,' bmtion ,of BlackHi~Mi)flth.
thirty-seven acre campus in natural sciences social sciences . d if He went on to say that if the
Chi oda, sub b fHi
1...:.' , assIstant irector0 student activities . posa1 hrouah --... uldY' 'a, or'0 roshima, humanities, and a history course. pro goes tAU "yt5 we wo
- The school will add an equal on·OriginsoftheModemAge~" St d' t C'" t Pl layofffacultyandifthestudents
n~ber offresbmeneachyear, as well as courses in computer ' 'U' en 'en er aceS erefer that then theymust be out
Wlth a total enrollment or 1,200 science and English as a Second :oftheir minds." .He also Said that
students planned. Language. C Cl b P ~ ' he has always regretted the fact
The venture is funded entirely After completing twoyears, the ap' on. . u ..a, ,,~es thatstudentsmustpayforsecu-
by Japanese sponsors led by Japanese students will be able to rity and wishes that would not
Tatsuo Tanaka, president of transfer to Lehman .or another By MICKEY KRAMER happen but since the college is
NihonAnaenKizai Co., Ltd., who CUNY college. . The option of Three members of Latin facingfinancial constraints, there
con~Duted$50 million to build awarding a two year associate Dee Potter, assistant director are few alternatives.
the campus. . degree is under consideration. of student activities, has insti- American Youth are outraged. VIjay Kumaradity~president
According to CUNY Chancel- Lehman college' students will tuted a Cap on the number of Carlos Lopez, an upper fresh- of the Evemng Session Student
lor Joseph S. Murphy, -rIte City have the opportunity to attend Friday parties that each club can man said simply, 8jt sucksnow," ,Association, also a memberofthe
University's strong liberal arts CUNYlLehman at Hiroshima by have. Hector Orellano.: an upper so. Board, believes that the vote is a
tradition is highly regarded in September of 1990 and recent Potter sent a memo informing p~omore sai~ ·Some Fridays, step towards the right direction
Japan as an avenue to develop- LebmangraduateswillbeofTered allBaruchc1ubsofthenewpolicy··· thi~ place Will be dead. Why since-the school paysfor security
ing the perspeetive and sk:ill:s the chance to work as support and guidelines. Bookings for can ttheclubsthatwanttothrow in all the other buildings except
nece~ for'international un- staffon the Japan campus. Itis space(thefirstandsecondfloorof parties, throw parties?" Geo~e the student activity center" and
derstanding." He went on to say not yet known if students from the studen en r) will only be VanGoodman~ds,:t'snotf81r. this is not fair to students. He
that th · be fits f tak 1· t w ks In advance. Before (the policy) It was fl.rst al ·dthatth' trafunds illamong e many ne 0 other CUNY campuses willb Y so S8l tneex W1
the City University is the devel- able to attend the new school. This m s that the period of come, first serve. ThereJ!l~ynot only help improve the qUality of
opment of international pro. The teaching staff during the March 2 April 23, 1990, was not be parti~every Fridaybeca~ life ofstudents and should there·
grams in education, Cl1lture and first year will be composed of "available, for schedulingbe.fore .~lubs ~lght have, used. their fore not be CUrtailed.
economics. Our faculty and stu- Lehman .r_~_'tymembers, along Febuary. 26, andthe r,emainder of ,party' up. Ifwe or some others Ronald Aaron, the asSociate
UlCU,l Ap 1 d' don't-throw parties, there' won't
dents will be give the opportu- with 'other CUNY faculty and' n an Maycan be reserved ~n be any." dean on students, who is a secre-
nity for an exchange experience adjuncts. The:,ehief on-campus . March 26 and therea.f!.er:- So,.lIl.r P . 8J' tary of staff on Ule Boe.-rd. ~d
with tbeiiJapuiese colleagueS.'" admjnjstratorforthefirstSemes_ordert~m~re ~lubs ~.~yEt~ antici;::':~.te:~Shed~~. ,that"thiarisa'eateh-22'situatioD,
·CUN\"s long standing suc- terwillbeFredPhelps,currently ~op~tytoh~ld.Panie.sonmentionedtbat'manyC1ubs1lUeh···':::y~::,'··=.~t,~":
cess in educating first genera-· acting acting dean of student '.Friday mghts,onlyone party per as the Caribbean Club Gayand .' ,.,,, . -.
. Am. h' eed .• .' . c1ubmaybescheduledpersemes- ' . ... , . Ity center. He alsomentiooed
ti.~~ ',' _.. _.e~~~s, ~ ..0 . n. ~. atraJl'"S !~ LebmmrColl~ge. .' .' Lesbian Society, the Jazz Club, . that the eoll e is realisticall on ' -
develop str'Olig~b:-skifts-YS"·_·---etlNY~lmralfll1:Hirosla··_.teL_-_·_,-~-.,-_··_-_··_-_··_· _···_·-----_·;~t-Bint"~ts f ---.._- " eg ,y
'what attraeted the' japaneSe," Wilffoiiow thetraditiOri&l J:;." .Comparingth&new··.~.to 'osl' 'u"s'wthId love';'h~::··a.buage-t_fJili~~~t*t!i~.is.,'-."~-.-'--':;-~-'-
.d Leo ani Li f. . .d t f 'd· cal dar Th fi t last semester's, Potter said, "Last ~ P . not much surplus dollars, He
-. S8l n e , prem en 0 neee acaoermc .en . e rs th 't r Last party. believes that something could be
LehmanCollegewhichislocated semester begins in April, the year teerebwasthD tahiPOd I~. "al.l VemaMay Charles, President worked out such that clubs, for
. th B Li f ked' . d begi . id-Se te be semes r, iJ e r wees, .In e rome. e was as m secon ns In nn p m r h Frida. book dWh t of the Caribbean Student Ago. instance who are having parties
the Spring of 1988 if Lehman andconc1udesattheendofJanu· ~ e . ys ~e~e e., a ciation,hadmixedfeelings about be made to pay for securitY dur.
couldadminister~enewschool's ary. 'lmubstryitonhag to ~~ncouW~tehntehw, the party cap. "We have limited. l'ng that ~n·od
d . Th· c1 d . c ve~ ..~es. 1 e . uld be . fj r-..
aca eIntDlc prlogtte~am.· tul tie e C8Dl
d
p~s Ibn .uld.es a ~th- limited number of Fridays avail. space. And It wo mce orI Some also believe that the
a e r con~ a ng story aea ellllc Ul Ing WI . able it's (the new lic) the onl everyone to have a party, l:.>~t recent vote could be a double-
Chancellor Murphy on the ~ew cOUlPuter center an~ l~~e .• sensib1e.way----to~~~_Th; __.: .. reallydon'tagree~~~n~tall. e~ dagger. Carl Aylman, di-
program, the Mayor of Hiro· IabOrato~,a gymn8S1um;tenms :. . all tlliClUDSnave patties. r-d hate rector o~ day student activities
hi T'- ' - hi Araki ·d that Oil'· 1 th . maIn purpose IS to ow more d 'W 11 'IS ma, i:lAes, S8l courts, ymplc-Slze poo , ree: hold .....aY+-1 Frida for her (potter) to a opt a e, and student center said that the
• h . of Hirosb· stri . d hall dtyI'groups to ~ __es on ys '
to
t ~~~ty. te Imtia'nal vmg ~uletynth ~ an western-s e in the limited space available." you,alreadyhhad
1
at'P~' dso you "contractual costs ofsecurityhas
~meanm rna 0 peace lac oUSlng. Last semester, fivec1ubs<Latin can t have t e ~ 0 attitu e. increased yearly" and that the
American.Youth, Students FOL Charlescontinued,."Ih~pe~he Stu~e!1tCenter Board -U not .f;(:)_
Students, Asian Students Asso- wo~~~ara-noseQl~ereJ:s-a be denied priority" ancfWbere to
• tion· Chi Stud ts Asso- cancel~ation; that won t make spend student money. -TIle real
CIa , nese . en I h h· fl ·b' " .• tie dIndi I te ..: nal) sense. ope s eIS eXl lie. issue"hesai~ isthat~hemoney
CIa on an an n rna"Jo Th d b' or.. . ~
h d t
na'P'h h -: .estu ents 19gest Lear IS saved will go to h.elp run the stu-
a , wo ~_es eac , pU""Jng a ha' h . .gh -be Frida '
1 d t · th· rty ." '1 t t t ere lDI t a y' dentcenter • Buthea1$(fWarned .arge en In e pa pIe aV81 - . h d ,- . h " . - -
able to the 9o.plus clubs. . WIt out a party ue to t e one that studentscouldultimatelybe
Apollo Mathew, Day Session party" allotment. . made to take up other monetary
Student Government Treasurer Potter says there should not obligations and they could be the
commentirigon"theissuesaid-that __J:>e ~hat worr.y.. " ,__~ losers_
alfheclubsthatparty,partyregu- Mathew c~c1udes that ~f Mason maintains that if the
larly" imd this thus creates a there .are opemngs, Dee woul~ college looked more closely at the
problemtosmallerc1ubs whowant mostlikelyopenupthe s~ot- She s contractual obligation 'with the.
to hold parties. not out to hurt anyone. securityfirm,theycouldfindways
ofeuttingunneededsecurityc:osts
sUch as disconnecting cable teie-
vision $el"Yice at ·the seeurity of-
fice. Retaliatory aetion, he said,
.was only used as a threat in the
past to stop the 'pr0p08al. -We,
.refuse tobe intimidated"he said.
, .
The Board of Direetora • the
body that.~torathe diaQibu-
tion of student fee money'to en-
sure~t it, complies with the
'CUNY fiscal guideHnea. The
~i8·composedoCsixstudent
representatives for alItbnegov-
ernment 8888ions; and of fift
administration and faculty rep-
resentatives.
Through the use of the media:
through the creation ofmaga-
zines, newsletters, leaflets,
fliers, rallies and forums, we
can all begin to unify and
organize and give birth to an
effective and efficient political
arm dedicated to the continual
struggles ofpeople(s) of color.
But first we must realize that-
we, as people(s).of color, have
many things in common- the
. foremost being our state of
oppression. We must reject this
inferior educational system,'
because it produces individuals
and groups ofindividuals with
inferiority complexes. And in
the final analysis, at the rate
that we are going, theimpact
and power of this genocide will
not allow us to exist in the 21st
century.
"The role ofeducation," the
great Dr. John Henrik Clarke
has said,"is to tell a people
where they have been and what
they have been, where they are
and what they are... Most
importantly, the role of educa-
tion is to tell people where they
still must go and what they still
must be." When we change the
pale face of the current, age-Old
Euro-centric educational system
to a multi-racial, multi-cultural
curriculum, this would open the
doors for educators of di verse
. races and cultures and back-
grounds, creating more jobs for
people(s) of color. This, in turn,
would provide important role.
models and i~agesfor chilch-~h
and older students of color to
emulate. And therefore, build
self-respect and self-esteem in
the.individual..andgroupsof in-
dividual. It would also educate ..
and re-educate the white youth
and older population of this
society on the existence and
contributions of other races and
cultures through out the world.
~eywould begin to respect
people(s) of color, see them as
equals and begin to break down
the negative stereotypes that
have been created by their
white-supremicist forefathers!~
And we will do this like our
master-teacher and brother
Malcolm X.(EI-Haij Malik EI-
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steps, were just Pacifiers to
keep the "natives" quiet. "When
a baby cries because he/she is
hungry, you don't slap a pacifier
in his/her mouth! That child
needs its full nourishment in
order to grow. Thus, when a
people cries out in fury because
it demands fair and equal
representation in the society in
which they live, a society in
which they helped create
through their hard labor and
sacrifices, that nation, in all its
ignorance and arrogance,
should meet the needs of the
people, or face its doom!
"What people(s) ofcolor must
first and foremost do is believe
that in white AmeriKKKa they
are not powerless. We must
realize that this is a capitalistic
society, a society, which has set
itselfup to control the world
through economics and has now
found itself painted into a
corner. If we realize that their
power is in when and how we
spend our money, we can bring
this insult-of-an- educational
system to its knees, and twist
its wicked head until it meets
the needs of all of the people so
that it can be used as a vital,
functional tool in the social-
poli tical and economic progres-
sions ofits people{s) of color.
We must do what the great
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. has
taught us: we must refuse to
patronize, refuse to spend our
money in an establishm~nt bent
on destroying us. We must
boycott these systems of
exclusion; refuse to register;
refuse to enroll our children so
that we couldshutthese racist, ..
destructive mental eoncentra-
tion camps down! .
This can only be accom-
plished through unity and or-
ganization. And the way in
which one can bring about such
methods of unity and organiza-
tional tactics, is through
collecting, administering and
distributing vital information,
which will, not only expose the
.bias and racism that permeates
the school systems, but also
map out effective ways, in
which we can collectively begin
to break down and rebuild the
current system to be instrumen-
tal and effective in raising
world~onsciousminds.
10 % charge for typesetting
Contact Maria Liu, Advertising
Manager, at 725-7620
fails, whether in the first grade
or the fourteenth grade, they
always think that it is all their
fault. They are so consumed
with the tragedy they face, and
so inexperienced in the ways' of
.the world, they cannot see that
very often, they were pro-
grammed not to succeed, that
unnecessary obstacles were
placed in their path, that they
were provided with teachers
who cared not' at all about
them, that they were not told
all the rules, or the rules were
changed just to obstruct them.
. I have heard it said that the
administration is trying to
change this into an Ivy League
School. I hope that this in not
true, for, you see, no matter
how high standards are set, this
can never be an Ivy League
School, because we are not Ivy
League people. We are the real
American People.
Ivy League Schools were
reluctant to admit too many
Jews, in the past, for fear that
they would greatly increase the
level of competition, and
endanger the "gentlemen's C."
Right now, today, an Asian
American student must score
higher than others to get into
many Ivy League Schools. The
reason? The schools openly say
that otherwise there would be
an overwhelming number of
Asians on their campuses! No,
we are not Ivy League people.
We are the' people who make'
this country great: Self-made
men and women, pulling
ourselves ug by our bootstraps,
first in our families to attend
college, and proud as hell of our
.roots. .' -
A tight-knit, closed circle, this
university, this nation, if we
continue to restrict access to
positions of influence to such a
narrow band of individuals in
the broad spectrum of peoples
and cultures with which we are
blessed.
The Ticker
Corainued from Page 3
completed 121 credits. He was
7 credits shy of graduation and
one-hundredth of a point below
2.0. Nonetheless, he was
debarred! For a hundredth of a
point! What a grave injustice
was done him. Many students
struggle for six, seven, even
eight years or more. They go to
school at night and work during
the days. They kill themselves
only to end up being thrown out
under similar, shameful
circumstances.
Failure is a cold and.solitary
experience. When a student .
tion. Apparently the reasoning
is that if a student has a great
deal of credits, and is signifi-
cantly below a 2.0 GPA, simply
earning 2.3 GPAs, will take
them well beyond 128 credits to
.lift their averages above 2.0.
However, last year, for some
mysterious reason, the College
began placing hundreds of
Sophomores and even Fresh-
man on B probation! That is a
death sentence. The college
knows that they cannot make
Bs. The college is pretending to
give them a second chance when
they are, in fact, kicking them
out the door. Why is the cOllege
purposely trying to eject
students who, though deficient,
are trying their level best to
succeed?
Some may say that this is an
attempt to improve standards.
It is not. It is a cynical attempt
to crush aspirations. If Baruch
is going to institute B probation,
it should state so in the Student
Handbook so that entering and
transfer students who feel that
they might not succeed here will
elect to go to some other CUNY
College. Apparently the school
does not mind admitting many,
many students it knows it will
eventually drop, since as long as
they are here they are paying
tuition and keeping the institu-
tion afloat.
As further proof there is the
shameful tale of the young man
with a "1.99 average who had
Baruch Horror Stories
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the Appeals Committee of the
Business School decided not to
hear appeals in January.
Therefore, everyone who failed
to meet probation last fall was
automatically ejected without
even an opportunity to appeal.
Apart from the fact that this
type of vindictive behavior
makes no sense whatsoever,
the Business School did not
bother to tell any of the
counselors. The counselors,
meanwhile, were telling their
students to go ahead and
submit appeal letters to see if
they can be allowed to continue
in the spring.
When the students were told
by the Business School that
their appeals would not be
read until next semester, and
that therefore they were all de-
barred, they were simply
shattered. The counselors
were humiliated, and their
credibility destroyed. But they
did not take this lying down.
They demanded a meeting
with college officials, and in a
stormy session, they were
promised that the matter
would be taken care of.
Exactly what will be done
about this outrage, as of this
writing, remains unclear.
However, if some of these
students are allowed to re-
enter (in fact, ail if them
should be allowed to re-enter),
what type of probation will
they be placed on? Which
The administration wants to make
Baruch an IvyJ:,~ague s_~h09J~...I hope..
this' is not true
leads us to yet still another,
"Tale from the Baruch-side,"
According to college regula-
tions, as spelled out in the
Student Handbook, they must
show improvement in their
grades or they will be dropped
from the college. What consti-
tutes improvement? Students
are customarily required' to
maintain at least a 2.3 grade
point average during the
period of probation. Seniors,
however, are sometimes re-
quired to maintain a B



















The G.8.A.-had considered pro-
posing the reallocation, of -the
$7.50 the studentcenterreceives,
but according to Oemire-Faye,
"It's a dead issue, I don't think he
. [Segall] would support realloca-
tion," she said. .
However, according to Segall,
theG.S.A wouldbeabletorea1lo-
cate the money, "If they make a ~ -
good case, and if the voter turn-
out was heavy enough to support
the reallocation. I would say No!
It's not a dead issue," Segall said.
--rro make a good case the G.S.A
would have to show a needfor the
money. The money can only be
used for an alternate student
center. However, there is limited
space available in the 26th St.
building for theG.s.A to use.
"Hell, we don't even have enough
space for classes," Segall said.
For the graduate students
however, using the student cen-
ter is impractical. Assigning the
G.SA another room for their
activities is unrealistic from the
Administration's point ofview.
The graduate students feel they
are being neglected by the Ad-
ministration because not only do
they have the lowest activities
fee, but in addition, all the gradu-
ate clubs are forced to scrounge
around for rooms to hold their
. meetings in.
"I feel that we are being ne-
glected because the graduate
students are in the minority
within the school. It's normal, I
think, for the Administration to
see this large mass of students
which happen to be undergradu-
ates, and tend to focus there just
because of it's size. I don't think
it's easy for them to forget there
is a graduate school," Oemire-
Faye said.
cent ofthe student body voting in
the election, President Segall
would notapprove therecommen-
dation for the increase, and con-
sequentlywill notpassiton to the
BoardofTrustees ofthe CityUni-
versity. '
The process of raising the stu-
dent activities fee is a lengthy
one. First the G.S.G. must seek to
petition for a ballot, -then it's
placed on the ballot for general
election. Ifit passes, then it goes
to the President for review and
approval. Ifapproved, it is then
sent to the Committee for the
Boardof Trustees for review, if
approved, it is finally brought
before the Full Board ofTrustees
for consideration. The Board of
Trustees has the final say.
In a telephone interview, Se-
gall said. he would support the
increase because, "it's the stu-
dents business, and ithasn'tbeen
raised since the dawn of time. If
they wish to tax themselves then
it's no problem. I'm neutral on
this issue."
According to Oemire-Faye, the
studentcenterreceives $7.50 from
the activities fee, which repre-
sents a $31,409.20 revenue for a
building the graduate clubs do
not use.
"We rarely use it [student cen-
ter] because ofit's location. Most
Graduate students go to their
classes and then go home. Ifthey
do participate in a function, it's
usually between classes.. There- .
fore, to get a student towalk down
frotn26th St. to 22ndSt. and then
.back up to 26th St. is difficultjust
because we don't have a lot of
people with that much time,"
what theproceduresarefor press-
ing charges.'
Johnson wants to establish an
on line computer files of every
students historical data. At the
present, students, who attended
Baruch before the school switch
to computers, are halfon line and
halfon paper.
. Johnson would like to make as
much progress as he can during
this semester. He is'hoping the
,jobs created this term will stay.
The surplus isa one shot dealfor
this semesteronly. Hementioned
,"thePresidenthasgiven us more
moneytoservice the students that
is the upside. The downside is no
commitment that these jobs will
be there next semester.'
Dean FrancisJ. Connelly,




Baruch College, and the G.S.A
receives approximately $5, 682 .
. from the activities fee the stu-
dents pay. The increased fee
would allocate the G.SAapproxi-
mately $34,092.
In the past the G.SA has been
forced to cut the seven clubs
budgets in half. "If [the clubs]
held the same sort of activities
that were held this year, we'd
basicallygo bankruptbecausethe
two dollars we receive does not
cover the clubs budget;We would
not be able to pay the clubs the
amount of money they need to
function on just, two dollars,"
., --
Oemire-Faye said.
Under the proposed increase the
G.S.A would effectively expand
services tograduate students.The
G.S.A would seek to expand tu-
torial services, and also expand
fr~e legal and tax services, -
~ewould do whatever it takes
to make life at Baruch College a
little easier," she said.
According to Robbins, the G.S.A.
must have at least 284 graduate
student signatures on the peti-
tion before it's considered for
ballot. Currently the G.S.A has
received 160 signatures in favor
ofthe ballot. The G.S.A. has until
April 15 to acquire the rest of the
signatures..
The referendum elections would
take' place simultaneously with
the studentgovernmentelections,
butin separate votingbooths. The
elections are to take place from
May 1 to May 3. The ballot must
be passedwith at least10 percent
of the student body participating
.in the election. Ifthe referendum
pss_ses hut with less than 10 per-
believe it's something we have to
do in order to protect our fellow
students at Baruch."
Recently, Governor
Mario Cuomo signed a law man-
dating that people born on orafter
January 1, 195'1and who are
attending a New York State col-
lege, show proofofimmunization.
Each college has to develop a
.policyforgettingstudents tobring
in documentarion.or-immurrized.
undertaken by adjunct faculty.
Dean of Students, Samuel
Johnson has planned to use the
money to improve the qualities of
StudentServices. He will use the
funds in three main areas, Ca-
reer Exploration Services, per-




this semester. The program is to
help students decide what fields
they want to major in, or for stu-
dents who did have a major then
realized it was not the area of
studyfor them. -rhe research we
have done in this department
indicates that 10 percent of en-
teringfreshmen say the-yare on a waiting list last semester
.undecided. When school starts, because-the demand wassohigh,
the 10 percent changes to 40 andwedid nochave enougheoun-
percent', illustrated Johnson. selors to help all of them at one
The service uses vocational time', revealed Johnson.
inventories which are tests that He 'has also put a part-time
help a counselor and clientfigure counselorin Helplinefor interna-
out what a students Interests, tional students. They WI1l have a
abilitiee, and values are asre- peer program to help with press-
lated to work. '1 believe', said ers ofle&:ming in aforeign coun-
Johnson, • and research has try and Understanding the eul-
shown, that students who know tures.
why ~ey are in school, tend·to Basedf~nhis two and half
stay In school", ~expenenc:eas a college ofti-
Johnson has brought in two ceratBaruch,Jobnsonhasadded
psychologist in personal counsel- another person to the program
ingwhich is a personal service for about health and safety issues
students who are having prob- regarding date rape, sexual, ra-
"Iemsin school suchasmid-terms" cial harassment, and AIDS. "I
finals, parental and personal thinkit is important for students
problems that occur during- the toknow: whatconstitutes harass-





This years-annual Baruch col- to raise close to $400,000 for the
lege Phonathon will be held each entire campaign since the Trus-
day frOm Feb 26 through March tees are encouraging alumni to
15 from 5:30p.m. to 10:00p.m. to support the school, and for newer
raise funds for the school. Every graduates tomake contributions."
year Baruch college calls its Rowlands said.
alumni and friends asking for Some of the students who par-
financial support. ticipatedinlastyear'sphonathon,
Baruch is state funded but bas said that, they loved doing it and
its own fund raising efforts -de- every body who participated had-
signed to meet the needs _of the fun. They believe that many
students. Events such as studentsrespondtoitasanactiv-
Theatron, seminars and study ity tllat helps enhance theiredu-
abroad programsarejustafew of cation.
the activities the money raised.... Students, faculty, staff mem-
helps to sponsor. bers and trostees are encouraged
-We usually raise about to participate in the event. "We
$100,000, but this year the trus- are .seeking callers and clerical
teeshaveestablishedamatching help' and anyone who is inter-
challengefund;whic:hmeansthat ested in earning from $4.00/hr,"
they have agreed to match any said Rowland. Those interested
new gifts to the fund dollar for shouldeontact'Ierrence Rowland,
dollar," Terrence Rowlands, Managerfor Developmentat 505-
manager for development. 5891. Dinners will be provided





"It will be a hassle for me,, Said
Christine Carbana, lower sopho-
more, who registered in Septem-
ber 1988, "because I will have to
get a physical and that costs
money and I don't have any in-
surance.'
However Even's Francoise, an
upper sophomore who registered
inSeptember of 1987, said, ~or·
me it won't be a haSsle because I
have my records.' Adding, CJ:
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences used the funds to main-
tain thecstatusquo'and prevent
a planned reduction ofAcademic




The courses reinstatedare base
curriculum classes such as his-
tory, speech, sociology. Theadded
funds enabled the department to
hire morea«ljunctteecbem. 'l1ley
were also able to employ a sup-
port staff that would be able to
keep open the Science and Psy-
chology labs.
In the School mEducation and
Educational Servi~ aeting-
Dean-Carl Rollyson usedhispor-
tion ofthe funds to add compen-
satory ptqfI'am5 an~ provide an
assistant for the c:o:rrieula:r gaid-_
ance office since there isonly one
person in the·deparbnent.
Francis Connelly, Dean ofthe
school of Business and Public
Administration however had to
turn down the extra funds that
was offered to him by McGar-
raghy. This is because ~t wiD
violate the c:reditation of the
school' he said. He explained
that the School ofBusiness is re-
. quired to hire both full time fac-
ulty and adjuncts in order to add
an extra class. Since the mcmey
was offered for aqjunct faeulty
only, he was compelled to turn it
down because only twenty-five
percent of class hourswil1 be
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To schedule an appointment, contact:
Student Activities Center, Room 104
725-3055
•
The first 200 donors will receive a special gift.
Enter
The Blood,·Drive Lottery
and WIN a 35mm camera,
a telephone answering machine or a VCR!
"Thf! Sky's the Limit1n1.most) Lottery':'
Anyone who completes the medical examination--whether or not they are eligible to donate blood--will
utomatically be entered into the lottery. The number of prizes that will be awarded by random drawing
epends on you and the total number of blood donors!
Here's how it works. If 100 donors participate, one lucky person will receive a 35mm camera. If 150
onors participate, . ~ will receive a camera, another lucky person witt receive a telephone answering
achlne. If 200 d. 'S participate, one receives the camera, another receives the answering machine, and
third lucky winner will receive a VCRI -:
L- . . ------------------
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financial aid and another 14,000
students will lose all oftheir Pell
_ rrrsnts unless CongresS amends
the President's budget proposal.
More than three million col-
legestudentsreceivePelIGrants,
. the basic foundation offinancial
aid to students who could not
afford college without federal
help. About half the students
have incomes below $6.000 a
year. At the CityUniversity of
NewYork, the leadingurban uni-
versity in the country, 71,000
studentsreceive Pe11 Grants. For
the second year.' in a row the
proposed Pell Grant awards do
not keep pace with inflation. The
maximurn grantis .$2,300 though
the Higher Education Act au-
thorized level is $3,100.
The President's 1991 budget
proposal includes $472 million
in increased spending for Pell
Grants, however, $37i million
will be required to address prior
year shortfalls; leaving a real
increase of $100 million. The
budget also does not provide
restoration of the $66 million
decrease in the current year's
budget for Pell Grants, resul ting
in reduced awards to 1.3 million
students under the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings sequestration
process.
'. i ~ •f -. ~. r«;'0 ~ .:.
they stop working.
Most available jobs are of the
uns~J1led variety - in. bars. res-
taurants, stores and hotels- but
many students recognize thatany
experience overseas may make
their resumes more attractive to
future employers. In the Past, par-
ticipants have worked as life-
guards on the Cote d'Azur, as
clerks at the Economist maga-
zine in London, as farm helpers
on aNew Zealand sheep station,
and as entertainment coordina-
tors in Jamaican resort hotels.
The program is open to U.S. stu-
dents who are 18 years of age or
older and enrolled in a U.S. col-
lege or university. The only cost
to the students is the program fee
of$96 and the airfare to their des-
tinations abroad, an expense
which can be reduced by special
student fares available through
Council Travel. For more infor-
mation and application forms,
write or phone: Council on Inter-
national Educational Exchange,
PR-WA, 205 East 42 Street, New
York, NY 10017, (212)661-1414;
or 919 IRving Street, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94122, (415)566-6222.
For other locations ca11800-KAP-TEST
J
C<111 ~ow To Enroll!
<.212) l)77-82l)O
. - --~., -,...... . ..
We've produced more top scores on tests like.the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MeAT than all other courses
.combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prepl" you may need to take more tha~ a #2 pencil
to the test.
f STANlEY H.-KAPlAN"TakeKaplan OrTakeYour Chances
Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H.Kaplan Prep:"
According to the National Pell
Grant Coalition, an organization
Which represents major educa-
tion, labor, studentandcivil rights
organizations throughout the
nation, more than a million col-
lege students will lose part oftheir
PELL GRANTS
FACE CUTS.
'.' ~ ..-.•' ... '. ~.; '."*,. .... ............ -.,.
The'Tickef
.'
205 E. 4200 St
New York
212-661-1450
of Education, as staff attorney
and then Deputy Director ofthe
Office ofLegal Services.
In his new position he will
serve as the University's chief
legal officerand supervise a staff
ofattorneys. The Office ofLegal
Affairs provides centralized le-
gal services to the Board ofTrus-
tees, the Chancellor, and the
college presidents of the largest
urban university in the nation.
He will also serve as a member
of the Chancellor's Cabinet.
The Work Abroad Program of
the Council on International
Education Exchange, the larg-
est student exchange organiza-
tion in the U.S., will this sum-
mer sponsor students who are
interested in working' abroad;
Nowinitstwenty-firstyear, the
Work Abroad Program helps
over six thousand U.S. students
each year obtain permission for
temporary work in Britain, Ire-
land, France, Germany, New
Zealand, Costa Rica, and -Ia-
maica.
Services provided by the Coun-
cil and its cooperating organiza-
tions in each countryensure that
most participants secure work
within days of arrival, earning
enough to cover room and board
as well as a vacation' trip once
.. ':









Taxes not included.Restrictions apply.
One waysavaiJcffiJe.WorklSfudy
Abroad programs.lnfl Student 10'.
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE
. SPOT!
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NEW
W 0 R K
VICE ABROAD PRO-
CHANCELLOR GRAM· .FOR
FOR LEGAL' THE SUMMER.
AFFA'IRS AT
CUNY.
Robert E. Diaz has been named
General Counsel and Vice Chan-
cellorfor Legal Affairs ofthe City
University of New York by the
CUNY Board ofTrustees after a
nation-wide search, Chairman
James P. Murphy announced.
For the past two years Diaz has
served as Counsel and-Deputy
Commissioner for Legal Affairs
in the New York State Education
Department. In this position he
has been General Counsel to the
Board of Regents, to the Com-
missioner of Education, and to
the Education Department.
Previously, he served for seven
yearsat theN ewYork CityBoard
reception will beheld in Baruch's
~rt Gallery in honor of the
speaker.
The second part ofthelecture
series, scheduled for Wednesday
May 2, will feature distinguished
Hungar-ian novelist George
Konrad. Konrad will discuss the
political and economic transfor-
mation of Hungary. Joining
Konrad will be Professor ofSoci-
. ology Ivan Szelenyi from UCLA.
The lecture should be ofinterest
to all observers of the historical
changes occuring in Eastern
Europe.
****
FOR SALE - Brand new Amber
Monitor (IBM Corp.), Graphic
Printer (ffiM) Call Fred at




FREE- Spring Break Trip-FRE
Promote and escort our Dayton




WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATIO
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS











available $6 - $15 an hour.
Salary and commission plus
bonuses. Flexible 3 - 4 hr. shifts
from 10 am - 9 pm. Paid
training. Bellerose! Levittown.
Smithtown offices. Call
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FINANCIALAID
APPLICATIONS
Financial aid applications for the
Summer 1990, Fall 1990 and
Spring 1991 semesters are now
available. Non-SEEK students
whowish toapply for TAP, PELL,
SEOG Loans or the Work-Study
Program must mail this form to
the Processorbefore May 1'-1990.
SEEK students should complete
the forms and submit it to a SEEK
Financial AidCounselor prior to
March 29.
,TICKER





The first of a two part lecture
series, sponsored by the Philip
Morris Program in Business and
Society here at Baruch will be
held on Wednesday March 7,
1990. The speaker win be Dr.
Jerzy Osiatynski who is the Min-
ister of Economic Planning for
the new government of Poland.
"The topic will be The Transfor-
mation ofPoland: The Movement
Toward a Free Market." The
lecture will take place at 4 p.m. in .
room 4 North at the 23rd. St. . ,
building. Following the lecture a
Better than the billboards!!!!
Looking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization'
that would like to make $500-
$1,000 for 'a' one week.oncampus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hard-working.
Call Elizabeth or Myra at
1-800-592-2121
****
FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALL-
ING. PLUS RAISE uP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT, groupof-
fleers call 1-800-765-8472
Ext. 50
National Marketing Firm seeks
mature student to manage
oncampus promotions for top
companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money


















(46 East 26 Street, fifth floor)
Monday - Thursday: 7 am t08 pm
Friday: 9 am- 2 pm
CHECK OUT THE·DAILY SPECIALS!
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The ASsociate Deanef-Students·Ronal4··M...Aaron is in the
midst of doing a national study on academic dishonesty and how
educational institutions are coping with the situation.
Dean Aaron said that the Baruch Code ofConduct states
that if a student is caught commiting academic dishonesty the
faculty has to report the act especially if the student admits to it.
This information is contained in the Baruch College
Undergraduate Bulletin under Students Rights and Responsibili-
ties which outlines the roles and regulations concerning Baruch
students.
Academic dishonesty can range from the altering ofcollege
documents such as the time of registration on the registration card
to copying theanswers of the person' next to you during an exam,
to stealing an exam, borrowing or lending a paper to a friend or
borrowing a paper.
Dean Aaron said that dishonesty is a concern to all
. -.AnotheJl interesting··
article entitled "'Real Estate;
Achieving a Balance," was
about the "Nimby" problem; not
in my backyard. This very real
sentiment is portrayed by
people who do not want to have
their lives disrupted by home-
less shelters and moderate and
low income housing.
These are two out of
the many articles within
STREET NEWS. In addition,
major corporations such as
Citibank, Cushman & Wake-
field, Westinghouse Broadcast-
ing Inc. and many others
advertise and support the
newspaper as a way of letting
the-public know that they care
about the community.
As a result ofSTREET
NEWS, I see a remarkable
difference in the faces ofvibrant
men and women who are doing students because it effects those who work honestly to achieve
.something for themselves. One
. particular young man which their grades and also effects students who see cheating but don't
comes to mind is Marty Carl know what to do because they don't want to turn in their peers.
Smith. Smith, who to many
may seem to be just another The faculty should have to address how to deal with
homeless man trying to get on
his feet again, has a history of academic dishonesty by making statements concerning acceptable
his own. He worked in Wall academie conduct ,by discussing the code ofconduct and by using
Street and -fell from gl-ace"
after he eneountered various better techniques for giving exams such as not using the same
problems there. Now he sells
STREETNEWS during the-day exam for each class.
and attends John Jay College in Dean Aaron said that many students are under the false
the evenings. So you see, no
one knows what lies behind assumption that academic dishonesty is committed by students
eAch and everyone of those
hearts when they come In. the facing academic disaster. "Students who are better students
su9.way car and say -sTREET usually are the ones who do it and are looking for the edge (in
NEws,sTREET~.theu-_c;_.~---- C
homel_ paper, only 75eents.- o7lti1UUid 011 P.-14
Street News- A Source of Income
For the Homeless
For those who are not
aware, STREET NEWS is a
non-profit charitable organiza-
tion that supports the homeless.
It produces jobs for people who
can and want to help them-
selves by selling the newspaper.
Also, it serves as an opportunity·
to get out of the streets and
achieve the self-esteem and
motivation necessary to
overcome the tragedies and
By Helena MaiTa .
Each day, as I travel to
and from school, I am con-
stantly approached by numer-
ous homeless men and women.
Sometimes unwillingly, I reach
into my pocket for some spare
change hoping it won't go to
drugs or alcohol. But, I often
ask myself what is wrong with
this picture? Is my spare'
change merely throwing money
at a problem or is it really mak-
ing a difference.
. --.-···_·_~ .__l,.
Each one of us have
encountered different types of
pandhandlers. Some offer
heartbreaking stories of their
personal lives while others offer
nothing at all but an empty cup.
You can question the sincerity
of the homeless when you see
them six months later with the
same song and dance.
Recently, I encoun-
tered a different type of pand-
handler, selling newspapers
called STREET NEWS. At
'first, I admit myirotial reaction
was, "Is this legitimate or just
another gimmick?" .It looked
legitimate and so my curiosity
.~~~~diii~lrrl~~~::e. hartTsmps()~re:-~··--····- .. " .....
it the benefit ofa doubt and So what's in it for the
read what STREET NEWS had reader? For one thing, there
to offer. are many interesting articles
about real people in real life
situations. One article in
particular which captured my
interestwas entitled, "Employ-
ing the Unemployable." It was
about the Wild Cat Services
Corporation, and how the
participants in this service
trade the cycle ofwelfare
dependency, substance abuse,
and the stigma ofa prison





DO vou HAVE. QUESTIONS OR .
CONCERNS REGARDING:-
c Vn§tdl~
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THE WORKSHOP WILL ALSO FOCUS UPON
OTHER
CONCERNS, SUCH AS CULTURE SHOC~,GETTING
AROUND NYC, MAKING FRIENDS, ISOLATION
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
GL{~BUS L~UNGE, 360 ~AS
CLUB HOURS
Sponsored By: .
!HI IEIL IPIL II NIE
and
.._..~nn.@~g~ ~d'~~ ILnif<e IP'IraD~Ir_~IlJD.1
r".
State College of Optometry
100 East 24th St. NY,NY 10010
For more info.:





Infants, 2 weeks - 3 months, can
participate in
studies on infant vision.
Studies Involve
obser-ving eye movements only.
Infar ts receive a
FREE EYE SCREENING and
$60.00 upon completion of the study!
Don't despair...
-
. - / .
Our house is alwdys -open' to you!
Call Ed for News
Sammi for Features
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theater, rituals and the tsok
feast merge flambouyance and
reverence in their display of the
perfonning arts and show these
instrumenta1llld receptacles at
use.
Like neighboring TIbet, _
Bhutan a 18,000 square mile
kingdom is still very much
inaccessible to the rest of the
world. Not only because ofits
mountainous terrain and
limited roadways (not until the
19f:O's were any roads built) but"
because of its religiousskepti-
eism. Perhaps such ventures as -
this Asia Society exhibition
could provide opportunities for
dialOK\le•.On June 17 th ,the
exhibits leave New Yark-for an
exteDsive tour·in Japan. At a
student price ofone dollar there
is DO !'888Oft·Wby you. should
. mi_ a ebanee to see it.-
a wesome features or-entire
pantheons create surrealistic
chaos. These thankas (wall
scrolls) recreate the religious
dynamics portraying angry,
menacing gods as protectors of
the fate and destroyers of evil.
Ranging from about six to eight
feet long, these scrolls found in
temples and monasteries are
interesting both for their
artistry and liturgy. Added to
this "quilt" collection are
portable scrolls - embroidered
and appliqued mosaic· which
serve as portable shrines that
monks use in their religious .
teaching.
Bhuddists believe that music
is the means of communication
with the gods. The assortment
of musical instruments as
would some of the receptacles
from the Dzong period may if
not shock, startle a western au-
dience. Human bones sheathed
with metal such as the skull cap
cymbals and thigh bone horns
have survived Western influ-
ence and have been created and
re-created for over 300 years-
now. The materials used for
these artifacts are often organic
-... bones;.-wood -andfabrie.: ..
Receptacles afidImplemeriteare
ornately decorated sometimes














When works of art are
purported with religion in mind
their grandeur are often
subjected to that of doctrines
and rituals. Like prophets in
their own lands their artistry
and craftmanship are often
taken for granted. Objects of
utility in service to the gods -
from the temples of Bhutan to
the city of New York have
become a rare collection of
artifacts of beaded flutes, water
pourers, offering cups, prayer
bells, cymbals, wall scrolls and
wood sculptured gargoyles.
"Art from the Himalayan
Kingdom of Bhutan, Land of
the Thunder Dragon", now
hosted by the Asia Society
brings together some 70 pieces
of artifacts, .all solely intended
for the teaching and practicing
of Bhuddism.
As much as this exhibition is
a reflection of Bhuddism, it is
also a glimpse- ofthe high-
cultureofBhutan's Dzong
Purakas, who until 1907
theocratically controlled the
country. Most of these exhibits
have never been seen out of
13bii£ari"an(feyen ~a:trip-iliere-­
may not guarantee seeing them.
Concern for the preservation of






















Come to ROOM 301F
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During the past several months, the American Marketing Association(AMA) has increased its
membership by 200 percent, and subsequently initiated many new and diverse programs. Included
among these are; a community service campaign, a fund raising to subsidize an upcoming interna-
tional conference, a reception for visiting Canadian students(March 23), an alumni function and a
Direct Marketing Day in New York(DMDNY). ,
When the Vice President ofmembership, Rosemary Arestin, was asked about the sudden
increase in 'membership she said, "Our increase in membership and active participation is attributed
to a strong outreach program as well as a heavy promotional campaign-which was supported by our
executive board and active members," The Vice President of promotions was unavailable for com-
ments about the matter.
The community service project which is presently under way is a canned food drive to assist
in feeding New York's homeless and hungry. This program, which is headed up by one ofthec1ubs ac-
tive members, Stuart Alman, aims to collect and distribute in excess of 300 cans offood.(Donations
may be taken to room 839 in the 26th Street Building.) When Altman was asked about the recent
interest in community service, he responded, "As we become more and more involved in our own fimd





In addition to the canned food drive, there is also a book drive in the planning stages. The
books will be donated to the Ronald McDonald house, where-they will be sold to raise money to
support their programs.
Direct Marketing Day in NewYork(DMDNY) will take place on Friday, May4, and is open to all
college students in the metropolitan area. -Theeay is designed to promote and educate about direct
marketing. There will be several speakers as well as a round table of discussions and refresh:nents.
have led the Bhutanese govern-
ment to ban tourists from
entering the monasteries and
temples. About 70 percent of
Bhutan's 1.2m. inhabitants are
Bhuddist.
A 25 foot alter piece, donated
by the Bhutanese·government,
and which.received the" sanctifi-
cation ofBhuddist priests is
perhaps the galleries' most
impressive exhibit. Wood
panels carved with serpentine
designs hold together a center
elaborately dressed in soft .
transcendtal colors. FigUrines,
flowers and vines carved out of
a mixture ofbutter and flour,
together form what looks like
an enormous icing cake.
With the detailed precision
often seen in Chin..,. art, black
The MarketingdUb meetaon Th.urJIda~duringclubhOurs, in the 26th Streetbuilding, but the =~~~:ca:;.~bto depiet
office is opened during the week, and more than willing recruit members. .. . dm rp ¥Vibran-·· .columans. . an -_....-. t,...
.. ' •• _.. & • A.&a4fU&~ __~
.... - _. - - - - - - - - - _ _ • ..: _ -, -: - ~. - .• ~. ~ ~ ••-._ ~. ;;;;: .."'!:_.:._'-..:.. _ ~ ~ ~.:....;;...~ :.:. ...:.._--
The AMA is also making a big effort to raise money for the 1990 international collegiate
conference to be held in New Orleans. .
. "Last year only eight people attended the conference from Baruch, this year there are over 25 people
_who are planning to attend," said the club's executive Vice President Lou Messina. In order' to fully
subsidize this trip, an estimated $20,000 needs to be raised. The members of the club are using three
channels offu1idraising. Thesearea T-shirt and sweatshirt sale, sponsors and a_trade show display
for a competition that will be entered in New Orleans.
-,
coming exam. "I gotta get an
A," he said. I asked what would
happen ifhe didn't.
"If I don't get an A, I
won't keep up my 4.0 average.
Then I'll never get into a really
good graduate school, and then
I won't get a top job, and then
I'll never make a lot of money..."
. By the end of his
discourse , not getting ~n A on
this test was akin to his life
being ruined.
When he stopped and
This type ofreality thinking
puts the gottas in perspective.
Sure, not getting an A would be
a drag, but it wouldn't-be the
end of the world nor would it
land this A student in the ranks
of the homeless.
Looking at the past
win helps, too. After all, he
already had a 4.0 average, and
had done well on difficult exams
before. Reminding himself of
his past success on similar
exams helped him relax and
restored his confidence.
-thought about what -he'djust- -
said-that ifhe didn't ace this
test, his life would be down the
tubes-he started laughing, "I
must be crazy,"
He was not crazy, just
not thinking clearly or realisti-
cally. Many of us get that way
under pressure. this type of
desperation thinking makes us
overreact and causes panic.
The cure is to shift from
irrational to rational thinking.
Do a reality check. When you
get the gottas take a deep
breath, exhale slowly and ask
yourself, "What is the worst
thing that could possibly
happen? " and "How likely is
that to happen?"
Oaining' control ofyour
thinking will help to turn
desperation reactions into peak
performance actions. Learning
this early in life will be invalu-
gh!e in the future, because no
matter what you do or where
you do_it, there's al.ways going
to be things you gotta do.
171%
--~---------
-More young people experience
pain than older people
Source: NupnftPatn_Report· - -
I 85%
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common causes of their stress
are: too much to do, too little
time; exams; money; relation-
ships; interviews; family and
career choices.
So, get rid of stress.
Right? Wrong.
Stress is neither good
nor bad. How you handle it can
be. Learning to make stress
work for you can help you
concentrate better and think
more clearly under pressure,
have more energy, be more
The gottas usually
occur when you think you have
too..much too do and too little
time to do it. "I gotta study for
two exams...1gotta read two
chapters...I gotta call financial
aid about my loan.. .I gotta get a
date for Friday night..."
The gottas make
everything Seem harder than it
really is. You get into the panic
zone, rushing to get it all done.
You walk too fast, talk fast,
think too fast, write too fast, eat
too fast. You can'tconcentrate
or think clearly. You make
careless mistakes, blank out on
exams and forget things you
already know. Everything
seems like a life or death
preposition.
I was talking to a _
junior at-University ofCalifor-
nia at Berkeley who had a bad








The alarm sounds. "6
a.m. I've really gotta hustle.
I've gotta finish that outline,
talk to Professor Jones, stop by
the lab, read 100 pages for my
noon psych class and be at work
at 3 p.m."
Today's college cam-
puses are pressure cookers. In
fact, the Nuprin Pain Report,
the first national study on pain
in America, documented that
more people 18-24 suffer from
stress and pain than any adult
DSSG to get her out ofoffice sine
she was elected.
Shots fired by a sling
shot in room 203 of a Professor'
law class in the 23rd street build
ing forced the students to evacu
ate the premises. The polic
examined theroom butonlyfoun
that the damages were a shat
tered window.
-. agegroup.
As I've toured the
country visiting college cam-
uses students tell me the most
1976
that way students won't get stuck
wi th shitty teachers."
It was titled "Socialist
Takeover of DSSG," and it ac-
cused "agents of the Young S0-
cialist Alliance" of forming an
intricate, .deceptive plotto gain
control of Baruch's Day Session
StudentGovernment. "Theirgoal
is to gain access to the tens of
thousands ofdollars comprised of
students activities fees included
in the consolidated fees that stu-
dents pay each semester," Butas
stated by the writer, their ob-
stacle is "Fran McBunn, who as
treasurer has safeguarded
Baruch'sstudentsmoney"despite
of the various attem ts the
A Tickercolumn entitled .
"The'Outsider," said, "Listen all
you studentsand~rsout
"there. None of t e ki getting
stoned, smashed an ted are
dumb. In fact, they are the end
products of the "Intellectually
Gifted,' which puts your entire
system to shame and shows how
screwed up YQU are..." This col-
umn had the following cartoon
below it.
"What If









Baruch College held its
nnual convovation on Dec. 14, in
he auditorium. Appearing were
ankie Dante with orchestra
Flamboyan," "Bulldog," and
Earth, Wind and Fire." E~h,
ind and Fire proved to be the
iggest hit at the convocation.
e groups played to a full and
ppreciative house. The ques-
ion of the week was "Do you
hink teacher evaluations should
published?" Among the an-
Worrying is the negative national pastime. Everybody
does it and very few find it is a positive experience. You don't
think clearly or perform wen when you worry. Your main focus is
the worry, the fear of "What might happen if...," which overwhelms
you, makes you feel depressed, -reduces your energy, and prevents
you from getting your work done.
College students are big worriers. That worry leads to
stress and college students are very big on stress. In fact, the
Nuprin Pain Report, the first national study on pain in America,
documented that more people 18-24 are likely to suffer stress and
pain than any adult age group.
Most of what we worry about is out of our control. You
can't control other people's responses, a grade prof. will give us,
whether someone will agree with us, what they think of us, the
weather, traffic, roommates, money, how we look, grades, the
future. The more we worry about things we"can't control, the
worse everything gets.
Remember this rule of thumb: You can't control other
people or external situations. But you can control how well you
prepare for and respond to them. In other words, you can control
your information, attitude and actions.
Worrying is made up of two words: what if. "What
if... they say no,...I don't get the money, ...the professor
assigns, the traffic The key to beating the worries is to change
the what ifs to "if then's." "If they say no...then I wilL." Always
change the worry to anticipation. Concentrating your energy on
what you can change, rather than dwelling on things you can't
control increases your confidence and prepares you for any situ-
ation.
This strategy was used by President John F. Kennedy.
Before his press conferences Kennedy and his aides anticipated
any possible question or situation that might arise and developed
answers for them. Whether a reporter asked about the Vietnam
-War, the economy or civil rights, Kennedy was prepared.
Likewise, in a job interview, instead of worrying whether
or not the potential employer win ask about your grades, anticipate
that he or she wil1. Then mentally list wins, accomplishments and
qualifications-that your course grades might not reflect.
Get into the habit of anticipating prior to any pressure
situation, whether it's an exam, an interview, a date or a tennis
serve. Make a "worry list" then change each worry (what if) to an
anticipation (if ..then). Leaving your worriesbehind oy-foeusing on
what you can control enables you to concentrate your energy and
perform at peak levels.- -
wers were: "Yes because from
he students viewpoint it can
-serve as a guide in registration"
rnd "It will preventstudents from
/Wasting $5.00 on dropping a
course later." But the ultimate
: esponse was from a chemistry
·orsophomorewhosaid,-Sure,







Did you know that Baruch has its very own "world of art"? Yes
our own Art Gallery, nestled right in the heart of our campus at
135 East 22nd on the ground floor - right next door to the student
center - (just east of Lexington). This month the Baruch College
Gallery is hosting a collection of work from Catalan, an autono-
mously governed region in Spain. This collection of works from 11
artists represents "The Second Vanguard" of artists from Catalan.
The names of "the first vanguard", Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro and
Salvador Dali are very well known. And like their predecessors
Xavier Corbero, MOdest Cuixart, Josep Guinovart, Joan Hernandez
Pijuan, Marcel Marti, Joan Pone, Albert Rafols Casamada, J.M.
Subirachs, Antoni Tapies, Jo3. Tharrats and Moises Villelia bring
to the United States, the Baruch community most pointedly, a
wealth of talent and vision. '
The idea behind this exhibit must be credited to our gallery
director and curator of the show, Sandra Kraskin. The gallery has
five shows per year and as Ms. Kraskin pointed out, they are
specifically designed for Baruch College students as the target
audience. This show was executed with our Spanish-speaking
students in mind. The next show planned will be about African
ancestral art.
The exhibit flows smoothly and easily from piece to piece, giving
each work of art the space it needs, yet allowing an easy segue to
the pieces preceding and following. The collection of works, two or
three pieces from each of the eleven pieces, is poignant and
intense. They are surreal, expressionistic and abstract, marked by
recent and not-so-recent works. Each artist, through his/her own
medium, express their interpretation of the on-going evolution of
art, the meaning of art, the direction of art.
The opening reception, held February 8th, which included the
President of the Autonomous Government of Catalan, as well as
several of the artists on exhibit, was a great success and added to
the air ofimportance this show carries for the Baruch campus
community.
The show only runs until March 7. Take advantage, the gallery is
open Monday through Friday, from 12 to 5 pm.
•,-- ,Febn,JQ!Y. ;28" :-l990
You don't have to be an artist or a critic to appreciate the collection
of artists and work that Ms. Kraskin has made available' to all of
E~ch'p~n~ng?each sculptu~e, is inviting and ~ou'll find ~n e~ch 0 f'.-
.. something _only yo.'!,can ~~.,.~~~uty .0f:aJ?t~_..o~-~~~he - '-':' .
artist intended when they painted the pmntiiig or sCulpted thii . .' .',
sculpt~re,but w?at you as ~he vie~er, as the one who comes to 1".~
appreciate, sees In any particular piece of work. Stop by. Take '.
this opportunity to expand your horizons. Pick-up a free color .
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Save Up To SSO On Gold: Invest InYo~r ~utur~. '
Buy an ArtCan"edcollege nng a Full Lifetime ~ arranrv '·:::~:~::%;::;::~::::::::~::::x' .;..<::;::::.
. It's a smart inves~- AndArtCan·ed offersa· ·":::::~:~::[~*!!~I~I~li~l!ldl~:\":.
ment, Because ,/-">~jp"4: varietv of men's and ·'Wf:¥:ffi.it' \.
MtCan'ed ~~~ wo~en'sstyles"ith ~),
gold. rings~L:,:., ~.'..,,>-,:::::" .• lots of options. C rose a
are crafted with college memento
-,':':':':'<.':.>:.:".:.:.:':':"':.'. the kind ofquality that grows more
:::!:~ill:~~l~!~:::!!r~~~~ili~::t::" you can put stock into. valuable with time.
'{:W&iijJ':;:::·::;;:::;:·,::., Each ArtCan-ed Askhow YOU can :~,
·\if.~·' :~'" ::~·::k·.,. college ring save ~n gold
··::~~-:t °0 ::::'" y. h' ~'-" .: .-" .... ,... . .
,.:~:,~ , . , .':,. :~<'" comes wIt ·""~;f,;ri£:·,. ,:~-::.".-;,~ accessones. too.





ELEefIONS· .. --~ ~-
Approval deadline for proposed
referenda'
Referenda filing deadline
Party, Candidacy & Referendum
applications available.
Candadicy Declaration & Party
registration filing deadline
Continued from Page 11








Information and forms for the following are
available
in Rm 527 (26th St), Dean's Office Rm 1702
(360 PAS) .
and Student Center (22nd St):










admit it ... "
Po e14
grades)."
because it is black and white" and usually is poor judgement on the
part of first time "cheaters" and usually "not in the nature of all
students to be dishonest." said Dean Aaron.
Dean Aaron said that the situation can not be ignored but
has to be addressed through a community board effort involving
the Provost, Dept. deans, faculty senate, and the students because
the Baruch College Code of Conduct can not just be stuck in the
Undergraduate catalog but must be taught and discussed along
with academic ethics and honesty.
. ':' ,. ....... '
, ........
p. ""-~".;.-- _. ~. 7· " -.
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Sean Connery is Captain Marko
Ramius.





4 - 5 pm.
Movies




3 - 4 pm
Aerobics






5 - 8 plll
Com.edy Hour
1 - 2 p1Il















ABOARD THE USS DALLAS
Captain Bart Mancuso








CIA Analyst Jack Ryan ~ -4~·r--..~~
Admiral James Greer, CIA director
of Naval Intelligence (James Earl Jones)
National Security Advisor
Jeffery Pelt (Richard Jordan)






~ - . ~ '.- - ~ -. - -_. - - ... ..... ', .......--..;.,.;,.~...
ABOARD THE RED OCTOBER
Captain Marko Alexandrovich Ramius




-. - . . -- - .-
NEXT: TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TIJRfLES. Plus the
Oscars..
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER REVIEW WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE.
~. . .
"
Based on the best-selling novel by Tom Clancy, 8JlED OCTOBER" was
directed by John McTiernan, the director who blasted Bruce Willis and a bunch of
deadly terrorist onto the screen in 1988 in DIE HARD. Prior to that McTiernan lead
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Carl Weathers~and Jessie "the body" V~ntura on a hunt
through the South American jungles-in PREDATOR andis scheduled to direct the .
Schwarzenegger produced SGT. ROCK starring Bruce Willis. With these credentials
behind him, plus the fact that Clancy novel has already sold over 6,OOO,OOO~pies,
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER will definately be a hit. The kind ofhit is entirely
up to you.
Somewhere in the chilling depths ofthe Atlantic Ocean the i ,.
United States Navy and the Soviet fleet are involved in a deadly I
chain of .events. Captain Marko Alexandrovich Ramius, com-I
...mander 'of the nuclear powered Soviet Typhoon submarine" RED .\
.. OCTOBEa has apparently stolen his vessel .and is beginning to
. .'carry outa very sinister and deadly plan. As the nuclear submarine
-makes~anunauthorisedapproech on~Ameri~s",eastern seaboard, I,
CIAanalyst JackRyan is summonedbythe statedepartment tofind / .
.. ,. out what the'SOViet captain's plans are. . ./
" . ' . I
As Captain Ramius leads the RED OCTOBER west, an
. inc:re-d1ble-·eha.~ n~:~e)itt.~or ,the~~1h:he",· ··.·'n L . '
Soviet Union both begin an impossible hu_ni·for ihe-'mQSt·deaaIy-
L.-Se--ott-G......le~n-D~(t-op-)-is-C-a-pta--jn---M-an-c-U80--an-d-J-.-m-es----l submarineeverbuilt. An unprecedented fleet iscalledin tocombthe L--_---..;.~__----~--~--~-----J
Earl Jones (bottom) plays Admiral Greer. ocean surface and floor for the renegade vessel. The Los Angeles CourtneyB. Vanee(top) i8 Seeman Jone. and
class submarine USB Dallas and the SoViet Alpha class submarine Richard Jordan(bottom) is Jeffery Pelt.
SSN Konovalov are summoned to lead the search. In Washington D.C. CIA analyst Jack Ryan voices his belief'that a defection might be planned. What would make Captain
Ramius consider def~on? Being handed the blueprints of a boat designed to be able to, in one strike, take out the largest city in the United States. The RED OCTOBER is
not a defense weapon but an offensive weapon of attack. '"' ,- - - . - ..
/: - .. .
This soundsgood doesn't it? On March 2, 1990 all those red, black, and white posters reading, "THE HUNT IS ON!" that have been plastered on billboards and buses
and in subway stations allover the city will finally be explained. THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER is rumored to be the first truly big box office hit of the 90's and insiders have
voiced opinions that TIlE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER will dofor the navy what TOP GUN did for the air force. TOP GUN was the top grossing film of 1986. That translated
intobigbucksfor Paramount Picturesand an increasedsign upratiofortheannedforces.Whether~DOCTOBER"can.dothesmnethingremainstobeseen.ParamountPictures
has, however, pulled out all the stopped in hopes of rekindling that same box office enthusiasm and zest that catapulted TOP GUN to the top of the charts in 1986.
Although Tom Cruise was apparentlybusyat the timeofcastingfor "RED OCTOBER" , Paramountluisassembled a sure-firecastguaranteed tobring people to the movie
theater. Oscar winner and fan favorite Sean Connery leads the castoftalented actors and actresses as Captain Marko Alexandrovich Ramius,the maverick Soviet ship captain
who is the primary eatalystirrthe filrrr.He plays a bad guyand itwillbeinterestingto..seehow moviegoers react~ him on the otherside ofth~fen~·_Coll:!le~.~~in the no.2
movie of1989 INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE, which won him audience anderitieal nods as Indiana's dad. In 1987 he won the best supporting actor award for, . '
his portrayal ofMalone in THE UNTOUCHABLES. Joining~eryis Alec Baldwin as CIA Analyst Jack Ryan, a representative of the group of CIA personnel Comprising a
majority within the agency. He has been involved with the mundane task ofprofiling biographies ofSoviet Navy personnel when he is suddenly thrust into 'Serving his. country
_.__in an operational Cl:\pac!ty. Prior to "RED OCTOBER"BaldwinhasstarredoppositeMichelle Pfeifferin MARRIEDTO THE MOB, EricBogosian in TALKRADIO, Michael Keaton
and Geena Davis inBEE1'LEJUlCE~nnIsQUaid In GREATB~-eFFlRE"andMol1yRingwaldinSHE'S HAYING ABABY_J~esEarl Jones_<FIELD_Q.FDBEAM.s).,_
ScottGlenn(SILVERADO), Joss Ackland (LETHALWEAPO~2), IuchardJordan(THE SECRETOFMY SUCCESS), PeterFirth, TimC~,Sam Neill, and JefferyJones round
out this powerful cast.
. '. -- ...,---- .__.-----------
\)
Richard Pryor Live In Concert
Apr. 23 - 26
Mon. - Thurs.
Sea of Love
Apr. 2 - 5
Mon. - Thurs.
CSPECIAL EVENTS]
March 1st, Thurs. - FOOD.FEST, .Club HourS, Alley Lounge
March 7th, Wed. - "TAROT CARD READING" 1 - ,,3 pm, Oak Lounge
...
March 8th, Thurs. - "THE ARM wRESTLE" ByJarnalJoseph
Club Hours, Auditoriutn .:
- "T~E IT IS~' Gil Noble from ABC, 6 - 10pm, Oak Lounge
Dirmer will be served Co-Sponsors: STUDENfS' FOR STUDENTS
AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA
Spike Lee's Do The Rimt ThinK Lethal Weapon II
Feb. 20 - Mar. 1 Mar. 19 - 22
Mon. - Thurs. Mon. ., Thurs.
<MOVIE SCHEDULE FOR SPRING '9m
M~ch 9th, Fri. - "PARlY" Dub Masters Oak Lounge
•
March 14th, Wed. - "PLANNED PARENTHOOD" 1 - 3, Oak.Lourige
March 15th, Thurs. - "BRAZIL DANCE COMPANY" Club Hours, Audftorfum
Co-Sponsor: LA.S.O.
. ., ·PA-£;D£. '
TENNIS CLUB
March 22nd, Thurs. - "DELICIOUS CAKE & LUNCHEON SALE"
_ Club Hours, Alley Lounge & Student Center _
April 19th, Tfrurs, - TALENT SHOW, Club Hours, Auditorfum
, Auditions start March 12, Mon. 2:3;· Tues. 12--1;
Wed. 4-5 and Thurs. 5-6 -- in ROOIn 212
April 26th, Thurs. - One Act Play ''WHERE WE ARE TODAY" By Tony Medina
5:30 pm, Oak .Lounge ' ,
April 27th, Fri. - One Act Play "WHERE WE ARE TODAY" By Tony Medina
5:30 prn, Room '111, 24th St. Bldg.
*Auditions for "WHERE WE ARE TODAY" March 1,2,8,9 ; 3-5 pm, Oak Lounge
- "PARlY" Oak & Alley Lounge Co-Sponsor: STIJDENfS FOR STIJDENfS
Pill BETA SIGMA
May 3rd, Thurs. - FAsmON SHOW 6 - 10 prn, Auditorfum
* Auditions for FASHION SHOW March 12 3-4 pm·








why I dream this way.· The rest
of the album ranges from simple
songs ofsorrow and sentimental-
ity; ·Somebody's Got To Love
You," anet"Beatles and Stones,"
to intricate songs of rage and
madness; tlJledonist," and ·32nd
Floor." Can the House of Love
reclaim the attention they had
twoyearsago? Well,judgingfrom




the English press), lead-singer/.
songwriter ,~uy Chadwick ap-
peared to 'be a,rrOgant, nuilbunc-
tious,and~yobnoxious. But
in an interview with The Ticker,
the chap~,~pretentious,soft-
spoken arid (b100dy) quaint.










sr: I~s,been almost two
years since 'nle Howie of Love
released their first album in
EngJand.Now after many per-
sooaI complications and a new
guitarist, the group is back with
their.first American release on a
major label,Pol~. This self-
titled LP is produced by several
cl:ifferent people. Among them
are: Paul Staveley .0'Duffy, who
prodIk"ed.Swing ,Out Sister and
Stephen Hague who produced
suchadsas:Erasure, New Order
8IMt: PIL. Tbeprocludion this
time around is mueh better, yet
this album still has the haunting
moodandfeel utheirfirst LP. It
starts with the atmospheric
CJIannah" and follows with a lu-
cent remix or -shine. On" (their
first I!ingle in England). which
basGuyChadwiekexpressing1)is
8elf-uDcertainty: tIJ don't know
Here I's another perfect
example-this cut can not be 0
labelled-muse,"butallyouhouse e Beloved
peopleoutthere should enjoythis duced by Martyn Phillip
one. The bass thumps.. The beat tlantic Records
oneachoftbefourcutson·the 12- TING: ••• 112·
·inch are c:tisti'nctly different--a little something for everyone. The.
"Boys & Girls" cut is fast with justa touch of acid, utilizing samples
from their otherhit, "The Sun Rising." "Honky Tonk" has a sligh t 'Hot
97feel to it, wlu1e "Single" is slower, harder, and has guitar breaks to
make it rock-ish. My favori te, "Unele Arthur," is practically all bass,
andthumpshardand slow. Dare I say slightly reminiscent ofPrince's
•Anna Stasia?" .
According to tJ:1e Beloved's bio, they were exposed to rap and
.- house when visiting New York about three years ago; They enjoyed
, the American music's "soul," and were influenced by Mantronix, Tom
Toni Club, and Prince. (Hmrn ...maybe I should dare say "Anna
Stasia...) They call what they play "ballearic," music being played in
clubs in Spain, Italy, and the Mediterranean-it is "all kinds ofmusic,
as long as you can dance to it... the glasnost of music."
It'sjust like I told you..it is different, but worth the risk. Give
it a chance and it Will take the airwaves by storm, You heard it here
first.
Music, Politics
--' -.- 0- •• " __..... •• • r
And .OatBran
The Beloved is exactly
the type of European group I
was just talking about. "The
Sun Rising" fits very nicely into
t~ house music genre and still ;'"
sounds unique. It is a smooth
ReOrd~methirigI would classify as "driving" music. This is one
ofthose songs you pop into the cassette deck in the car and set off
, on a long trip. The rhythm keeps you going, and in a car I guaran-
. '. . .. .-The..beat..gets..you..going. andthehaunting.
.... WICaldraws yon deep into the music. . . . '.
All four cuts on the single are very similar-·the usual instru-
mental, the extended vocal, the remix, and the album cut. You can
. play this one end to end without a break. It is most defintely a mover.
If the Beloved's upcoming album, "Happiness," is anything
like the first two singles released, I suggest you buy it. I know you are
~orriedabout swaying from mainstream, but this album mayjust be




over the country with posters of
these groups On theirwa1Is.To
many a new music follower's dis-
may, even some of these groups
themselves have gone commer-
cialandabandooedtbesOundtbat
made them 'popular.
Someone is bound to
catch on, though. The more
commercial something is, the
easier towIltit for all it's worth.
Groups Iike New Order7 Depeche
Mode, Public ImageLimited,and
the Cure have funky remix
singles..-Funky enough to mix in
a club-more than fimky eDOUgh
to stomp to. It 'wuald he wry .
interestingifhouaedeejaJBwaald
take note of this and stock up OIl
some new music. What I would
give to he~r Public Image
Limited's -Warrior" at a party_
In time, Isuppo&e things
will straighten themselves out.
Then again, as lcmg as tbere'sa
band~there will.ai~ be
somewhere for music.maken to
jump.
"'_J'~ .
Michael Jackson thinking about how much hoUse to-add
into his records.
-:: .~
There is a way out. If
you can afford it, shop around for
12-inchimportsfrom Europe. My
brother came back from a busi-
ness trip to England with a bunch
. of records for kid-sis (me!), de-
claring England a virtual house
music haven!·· -Not' only-do you.
findmusicfrom Europeangroups,
but also European remixes of
American singles. The sound is
somewhatditrerentfrom Chicago
house, and that is a plus. I think
it IS due to the strong r&b Mo-
townintluence somanyEuropean
groups claim. They create a
unique soundthatfits verynicely
into the house music genre. .
Similarly, a lot of -new
music" (the 'kind they play on
92.7 FMWDRE) goes through
serious changes when released
domestically as~2-inch sirigles.
WDRE used tobeWLIR, an alter-
native radio station with a small
but strong underground follow-
ing.' ,Like .house, new music was
once nowhere near mainstream.
No~1iOwever,newmusicisbeing
'played on top-40 format stations,
Carrie Larrier's
February 28,1990
The Sound of Music
..
I used to be great wi th
records-l could tell by the first
few notes what song was coming
on, and even recall the name of
the group. I'm sure many ofyou
have noticed the great rash of
records that 'sound exactly the
same-they have the same hook
with a li ttlevariationon the speed
or arrangements. There's Soul II
Soul, whose whole album thrives
on the same underlying rhythm.
There's Sybil, who can't seem to
come up with an original song
and apparently has her career
dependingon that samebeat. I've
been. hearing a bandwagon-load
ofother artists that use that beat
as wen, andactually-get airplay!
I guesseverybodyfigures
they might as well latch on-I,·
mean, "if it ain't broke, don't fix
it," right? A while back, there
was a big surge of house into'
. rna;nstreaID:,_EVERYBP.DY-R-u1.-
. a twingeofhousein theirrecords. -
I mean Ashford and Simpson,
NataIie Cole, and even Michael
Jackson jumped on it. Every 12-
inch single had not only a radio
remix and the dub version, but a
pseudo-house remix as well.
It is difficultto duplicate
the underground sounds from
Chicago. House music evolved
from those classic disco hits from
the 70's-songs like "To Be Real" .:
from Cheryl LYnn, "I'm Caught
Up (In A One Night Love Affair)"
from Inner Life, "Che Che La
Femme" by The Savannah Band,
. and So manyothers, The-latest
album release from disco diva
Donna Summer has strong disco
tendencies, but it is just not the
same.
Instead -of listening to
the monotonous sounds from the
radio, I buy records. As of late,
even that has becomea proolem.
I can't take the wordofmostofmy
'peers'-many of them have only
recently discovered house, and
are stuck in that should-be-void,
"HIP-HOUSE." Thisisanexcru-
ciating mix of'hip-hop and house
music. Blasphemy! The large
majority of hip-house is a waste
of vinyl. There are a few good
ones, particularly, K-YZE~s
-Stomp,"DougLazy's~tItRoll,"
KC Flightt's "Planet E," and yes,
even the oveiplayed "t Takes
Two· by Rob Base. Most ofthem,
however, just fade in and out ofa
party unrecognized. ,
House music is at it's
best when it is simply music, easy
on the lyrics. It is impossible to
have rap music easyon thelyrics.
Therefore, hip-house cOntradicts
itself in name and in form.
'I
I
-Aaron HydeMore ReJJiews 011 Page 20 -
"HARD TO KILL"
IS· HARD TO MISS
There's definate power in this movie. Ifnothing else HARD
TO KILL packs a wallop! Steven Seagal, who made his screen debut
in 1987 with ABOVE TRELAW, is back for more or less the same
thing in HARD TO KIL~ a quick-moving, action-packed hybrid
shoot'em up/karate flick that borrows the old Rip Van Winkle gag to
kick the movie into high gear.
~ebruO!V'28,1990
**1/2
HARD TO KUJ,. Starring Steven Seagal, Kelly Le Brock, Bill
Sadler,and Frederick Coffin.· Directed by Bruce Mabnuth.
Screenplay by Steven McKay. Running Time: 95MIN. Rated
R.
Seagal is Mason Storm, a cop who is nearly killed in the
opening minutes of the movie after shooting a surveillance video
linking congressman Vernon Trent (Bill Sadler), a top city official, to
some serious corruption. A bunch ofTrent's minion's, determined to
retrieve the videotapes, burst into Storm's house' filling Mason full
oflead and in the process blow Mason's wife away. Gunned down and
left for dead, Storm.falls into a coma and is hidden away in the bowels
of a hospital coma unit by corrupt cops. When he finally regains
consciousness seven years later ( sporting a laughable phony beard
that makes him looks alotlike Jesus Christ) Storm nurses himself
back to health with the aid of Kelly Le Brock, who portrays Andy
Stewart; a beautiful young trauma nurse from the coma unit who
becomes Storm's sidekick and lover.
With no idea who tried to kill him, Storm sets out on amad
seek and destroy mission, leaving a trail ofbodies behind him a mile
long. Storm whips himselfand the movie into a lather, transcending
the ruthless boundaries set by such macho men as John Wayne, Clint
Eastwood, and James Bond and bordering on the sadistic as Storm
breaks limbs and rips flesh in explicitly graphic fight scene's that are
bound to provide action junkies with a good fix.
Stacy Lattisaw ia a very talented singer and her voice in her
music seems to show that she has fun doing albums. 'Dance for You'
can fall under urban-contemporary , like something you may he-ar at
WBLS, a station known for playing this particularformat.
Good sound, good voice, but SOOOOOOOWHAT?
The Ticker
by Marlin Starkey





Expect some air play, but don't hold your breath too long for this latest single from Stacy to be
asellout. Playitatapartyorhearitat 'B. Smith's' anditissure tohave some feet shuffiing,butformaking
the guys show their pecks and making the women take offthe panty hose 'Dance for You' may need a Iittle
more tequila.
'Dance for You" fails to distinct itselffrom so many other singles currently on the market. This
in turn creates confusion in telling who's who amoug works ofmusic. This is not to say that this single is
bad. On the eontrar, Stacy Lattisaw seems to want to put the best on Motown wax. It is just that there
may be people whowillnot bother to comb out the small differences between many of these artists and








"Vengeance is mine," sayeth the Lord...THANK GOD for that because REVENGE, starring
Kevin Costner, Anthony Quinn, and Madeleine Stowe is an insipid romantic tirade that languishes in
its own boring storyline and goes absolutely nowhere fast. From the beginning this film offers a tired old
plot with a fast-paced high gloss look thatkind ofsplits the film into twogenre's. On onehand it's an action
movie, but on the other hand, and mostly, it is a love story that really doesn't go anywhere except down.
The end result is a movie that cancels itself out as entertainment and becomes a prime candidate for
boredom.
REVENGE. Starring Kevin Costner, Anthony Quinn, and Madeleine Stowe. Directed by Tony
Scott. Scr~nplayby Jim Harrison and Jeffery Fiskin. Based on the novella by Jim Harrison.




Basedon one ofthree stories from authorJimHarrison's novella"Legendsof'Fall," Kevin Costner
stars as J. Cochran, a hotshot navy pilot who after 12 years ofservice retires and heads down to Puerto
Vallarta for a little rest and relaxation at the home ofhis powerful and wealthy sportsman friend Tibey
(Anthony Quinn). While there he falls in love, almostat first sight, withhis host's lovely, yet unhappy wife
Miryea (Madeleine Stowe). Despite his friend's graciousness and reputationasamurderer, Cochran takes
the suicide plunge anyway, running offwith Tibey's wife on a wild sexual trist that leads to Tibev's men
pounding the stuffings out ofhim in the desert and Tibey's wife being carried off to a whorehous~ where
she is drugged and abused. Cochran does one ofthose "only in the movies" miraculous recoveries and sets
out on a wild hunt for his lover seething with anger and justdying for revenge. This is when we think the
movie is going to get good, unfortunately we're left flat because there are no surprises. Granted, most
But ' ~1en again, how many people rush for pens and say 'Holy Christ!,
tlx "' Joes AARON HYDE!'
(J?ecord Reviews)
movies aren't that hard to figure out, but for this one you didn't exactly have to be a rocket scientist.
v'
Smokey never seems to
giveup. He'sstil1 goingon strong.
His new single 'Everything You




same familiar voice gives his creation fervor throughout the piece,
strengthening his point during the song. This is like the Smokey from
the past, the only difference being sound modernization, and this
single just may recei 'If: a warm welcome from' Smokey' lovers as weD
as those who enjoy quiet evenings at home ...VH-I material.
The only thing is that the opening verse about 'the guys all
fall over each other...to get to you' could possibly be made more
interesting...
Anthony Quinn is a bright spot in this dim movie. His persona is awesome and threatening as a
cold-blooded killer out to teach his cheating wife and aisloyal friend a lesson. I~s the best Anthony Quinn
perform, nce in a long time. Too bad that's the only good thing that can be said about this movie though. Director Bruce Malmuth (NIGHTHAWKS) makes the best
Madeleine Stowe is pretty and great to look at but her character appears to be nothing more then a pawn ofa script that really 'doesn'thave anything to offer in the category of
for Costner and Quinn to fight over. Because of that, her character is left banging. As for director Tony originality. As a matter offact Steven Seagal's huge screen presence
Scott? The director ofTOP GUN opens the film with a spectacleofairel shotsthatareeOmparable to those and command ofhis craft (Seagalis a sixth-degree black belt master
shot in TOPGUN, unfortunately the spectacle fades and REVENGE slowly begins to put us to sleep. of aikido, karate, judo, and kendo) is what makes HARD TO KILL
.. . . .. . ~uch an enjoyable film. It's a grade "B" movie with a class."A" appeal.
, We'll forgive KevinCostner this time...afterall, It was his big chance to be executive producer. But Kel1y Le Brock (Seagal' .~. al lif ). 11 ith ith th
hat's zoi h hen it's ti r. hi di ? S wne In re lie nuxes we WI WI e
w at s going to appen w en ~ s time lor m to recto actor buther character has trouble_keeping up with her husbands.
Perhaps she was slightly miscast. Regardless of that fact HARD TO .








I assume, or at least I
hope, that cJohnson uses the
word "niggers" sarcastically.
But why use it at all in this
case?, What purpose does it
serve here?
Mind Bomb's strong
point is the sound of the music
itself. It is highly recommended
as a gift for youz friend who
doesn't- understand a word of
English.
us ashamed to be white?
(When we cloee our ears
to the sound ofmachine gun
·fireJ
And while the niggers
ofthis world are starving with
their mouths wide open,
What is it that turns
thecoins we throw at them into
worthless little tokens?
Matt Johnson
The House of Love
The Ticker
What is it that makes
signify the state-ofinterna-
tional relations.
The lyrics make it clear
'thatJohrisoniso~mtingund~
the assumption that ifhe
throws around words like
Truth, God, Love, Evil, ete., he
is automatically saying very
wise things. In fact, he is more'
often spouting pretentious
nonsense. It serves to make the-
album tiresome and a little bit
depressing.
The lyrics also make it
clear that Johnson assumes
that if he understands what
he's talking about, that's all
that matters. An example
which would cause a G'n'RlPE






The world is on "its elbows and knees.




Produced by Warne Livesey, Roli Mosimann
& Matt Johnson
Epic Records
When they called, I had heard of THE THE, but I didn't
think I had heard any of their music. There was no time to find
someone who had, though: The press conference were later that
same day, Thursday, February 1.
A minute or two after I hung up, they 'called back to
anxiously warn me against asking any questions about The Smiths
or about Electronic. Well, okay. .
1had been to the Beacon once before, for an expensive and
disappointing Bob Dylan concert, but 1had to be reminded of
where it was; 74th and Broadway; At· around the appointed time of
4:50 they led me and my esteemed colleagues from other college
newspapers downstairs to a lounge area where we waited for THE
THE.
. Matt (jJhnson), we were told by some publicity person,
would be with us for the conference, but might not be able. to stay
with us for the "meet and greet." Well, okay. .
The photocopied press release and articles made it fairly
clear that the creative force, the poet, the ego, the Roger Waters, if
you will, ofTHE THE is Matt Johnson. He is also the guy in all
the posters with the quarter-inch haircut. Johnny.. · Marr~the lead
guitarist, was a founding member of The Smiths.
Perhaps the most memorable moment of the co ' renee:
The crew cut in front of me had been asking aseries of questions
about types of music. When he referred to a THE THE album as a
"dance album," Matt Johnson leapt over the table, knocking over a
cup of water, and cut off the young man'shead with a pocket knife..
Alright, that isn't precisely what happened. But he was a
little bit hard on the kid. "Why must you categorize everything?,"
he asked. Matt told him that the attitude was "narrow-minded,"
went on for a bit, and snapped, "next question!," dismissing the
subject and the writer. There weremurmers ofsurprize and
sympathy for the student. His head wasn't exactly separated from
his body- that was a bit ofan exaggeration on my part- but it
was flushed with embarrassment. . 1- •
On the subject ofveteran bands who continue to sing
about having sex-for the first time instead of addressing their own
age groups,-·Jolmson..,gaid,-~·mtlk~~/'-·He-had-similar'.-- .. ,
sentiments for RollingStone magazine and fOT groups whose music
is so "retro" that it could have been done fifteen years ago.
Johnson accused most critics of "sitting on their backsides and
sweating and farting." Matt Johnson did not stay for the "meet
and greet."
When the concert finally got underway that night (I kept
hearing fifteen minutes and thinking, well, okay.) I found that I
had heard some of the band's music on WORE (a sponsor of the
show) and possibly on WNEW.. The most recognizable piece was
"Armageddon Days Are Here (Again)." That's the one that goes,
Continued'from Page 19
Guy: His heart left the group basically and he became very egotistical and it manifested itself in a very
unpleasant way. And it got to the point where we actually couldn't be in a room with him without wanting
to kill him.
Ticker: How did you acquire guitarist Simon Walker from the Dave Howard Singers?
Guy: We wanted to keep going as a band and we certainly didn't want to go .through the pains of
auditioning. We needed someone at.a day's notice and Dave is a friend of ours, so we said, "Can we borrow
Simon for a month?" He wasn't very happy about it. But that was the ki ndof understanding that Simon
had with Dave Howard; If something else better comes along, I'll take it.
Ticker: Is oat bran as big in England as it is here in the U.S.?
Guy: Oat bran? ...hum ... What's that? ... Is it cereal?
Ticker: Yes, fiber cereal.
Guy: Umm... probably. I'm not sure; Ijust eat once a day and that's about it- anytime between four and
eight and it's usually not cereal.
Ticker: How do you feel about being compared to The Smiths and Echo and theBunnymen?
Guy: I don't mind because Irunderstand we come from the same tradition. I see us as a traditional rock
band. In a sense ofguitars, and kind oftuneful. '1do believe thaewehave actuallygot something slightly'
differentfrom those bands ina waythatthosedifferentin theirown right. I'venever thoughtabout copying
Echo or The Smiths, but 1don't mind being1urnpedin with them because I think they're really good bands.
-.Butl·wouldn't-nke-beinglunlped~thbandslike-The-Mission orThe-eult:..'.. . .
. Ticker: What kindsofmusic do youIike? .
Guy: I like a lot of the muzaks, I'm a big Prince fan, I like R.E.M. I like a lot ofEnglish dance music at
the moment, umm... New Order. I listen to a lot of sixties stuff: Neil Young, BobDylan, Simon and
Garfunkle.
Ticker: What do you think of House: music? Do YQU think it's going to stay, or fade faster than the disco
of the seventies? -
Guy: I don't lookatitas something that will fade or stay. I mean dance music keeps changingand evolving.
And now the newest one I think is something like "Ambient House." What's that? It's just dance music
to me- it's not just dance music, I mean it keeps changing.
Ticker: You called yourselfa rock band, but ifthis album doesn't take offfor you (knock on wood), would
you consider changing your sound and being more of a dance band?
Guy: 1don't think so. It's not justthe way the group is. No. Intimately, it's not what I wanted to do when
1started the band. Basically we wouldn't compromise. We wouldn't do dance music just because that is
obviously what is popular.
Ticker: I've read where you've said you want to sell millions of records!..
Guy: 'No (laughs), I just said that to wind the English press up 'cause they just hate hearing that kind of
(Not that it waspossible to understand many of the words thing. They want to hear you say: "I want to starve. It's really great starving 'cause then you really are
at the Beacon..) an artist. I want the group to do well. Itwouldbe nice to·sell millions ofrecords, but that's not why I started
That song, like some of the others, is good. There are the group.
innovative' beats and structure, and some interesting new sounds. Ticker: So were you just playing with the critics when you said, "We are capable ofbeing the biggest band
THE THE relies heavily on the miracles ofmodern - of the nineties," or do you really feel that way? .
technology. What could be mistaken for a hom section is in fact a Guy: I don't know anymore, because as you go on it never ceases to amaze me how hard it gets, you know.
synthesizer. Two or more microphones were rigged to deepen You think you've reached a certain level, like, "Oh, we're really getting somewhere- and you know, then,
Johnson's voice on words like "die~and"hell:or-make it more --BLEEW! Someonehitsyouintheface. And... Umm.. ldon'tknow,it'snotthatsimple~..butwhoknows...
tinny. At one point in' a song I noticed that although there was 1think the group is capable ofbeing a really big band. I think it is Possible that a lot ofpeople Will really
music, no one had touched an instrument for quite some time. No turn on to the band. Butwhen Ilookatbandsthatare reallybig, they've usuallygotreallysexyfront people
one was even anywhere near the keyboard at that point. or sort of like real energetic leapers and we haven't got that.
The worst aspect of the concert at the Beacon was the Ticker: I notice that you use the band's name in some ofyour songs, such.as in "Shine On- and the Beside,
usual abuse of the sound system. Like most concerts these days, it "The Spy in the House of Love."
traded clarity, fidelity and intelligibility for distorted, ear-numbing Guy: Yes, that's a Doors' song. It's a cover of a Doors' song.
volume. Perhaps it didn't matter to the jiggling, gyrating girl on Ticker: Oh...
my levelwho should have been wearing a T-shirt saying "Hey, .Guy: I've always loved that line: "the spyin the house oflove" and that is a book, which is where the name
everybody! Look at THESE!," or to the guy in the front; row who . of the group' comes from and where the name ofthe Doors' song comes from as well. And it just seemed.
thought the stage was a combination drum .and keyboard, or to the to have a sort ofirony.to stick the name in the song in the.way that the Doors stuck·the name ofthe book
kind of people we see at every concert whose mania seemste have in their song-s- and the nam~of the book is the name ofour group... Yeah! Oaughs) . .
. nothing to do with the quality of what they hear. Personally, I Ticker: Wha!-do you think about some of today'smusie that carries a politieel and.social message?
think it's a shame wJ:!en the music sounds ten times better at 'Guy:/Something came tonght over the last year; ~hemore popular we've becomeiI.lBuzope..and-. England,
home. At the Beacon~THESounded best when I kept my the more people would ask me, "What wouldyou do? What do you think about this?,-and -what·do you
fingers in my ears, but I thought I must look silly so I took them think about that?" And thiskindofrulejuststuckintome:'1>on'tanswerthoseque~.don'ttel1people
what to do, don't tell people whatyour political f~lingsare, 'causeyou're not I!-poli~.Person, in the tr'a-out. . . . ....
Mind Bomb, THE~s album, sounded approximately ditional sense. You know, justmind your own business and hope they like the~'..And it gets kind
.. 7.9 times better at home. The lyrics are· much mere understand- ofborin~som~eS. I think it would be good ifpeople stop~l1ing'peoplewhatto~_tim"Oaughs).
. able on cassette than in eoneert, and the lJi':ics·are written inside, ,_~4:_~ ... ~.. .
but in this rare case it is only a mixed blessing. To give you an Endingon this note, hence, this criticwill nott;ellyou togo andgetTheaou.ejjfJlcwe'snewalbum,
idea of the. tone of the lyrics, the photo in front is ofJohnson ana which~l1ofticial~y~rel~dM~h6. ~orwin1Urgeyou~catch~~attne~Center<Lower
~h~ photo~de (on ~e back ofthe a1b~and presum8bl~~e CD) Eaa:,~lde)some~meIn April, du~ng their U.s. tour. But Ifyou do.neIther, then it's'Y?URh~
IS Of..a w+ little. do.v- imnalecl on acutelittl\~•.This IS.to. . loss.... . .., :L <. • -.. } ,..' s- ~ . -,. . l .. - .... -..-.,-.:,. ltN#Vt.' ~':..""'f;:~~.. ' u-:-]';:· " 't.,<4 ~.• <.. ' ,~ 4·~' • .. 0 •. -:~.',.,'" ~.~"~ ri~~-.n:.--- •.,.~, "':(\"\" -o;.~~~ :l.~ •••
•. .... ,.;6-JI... ~ .,.-.. - ~"' , ,;a .. _~ ..,..",! __ " 4t,., ",. W"~ ~o4> ..~ ',""' ,. ',.'t··oJ··~ ••~ ~ ~,., ••"'."~ ~".",. " ..




A lot's been happening
in the world of rock and roll.
Among the many headlines,
rumors, stories, facts, etc.:
Summer "Monsters of
Rock" tour with Aerosmith~
MotleyCrue and Kiss...Also
expect an EP to be released by
Aerosmith this summer which
Will contain outtakes from their
last two albums... At the AMA,
Slash, ofGunsn'Roses, said the
band has written 36 songs for
their next LP. 24 of these songs
will be putoutas a d9uble album.
As for theother 12, we'll have-to
wait... Among those 24 will be a
song entitled "November Rain,"
which makes "Stairway to
Heaven" and "Dream On" look
like nursery rhymes... New ale
bum on the way from .New York
City's very own Circus of
Power... N .Y.C.'s other hot new
-band,~gSlab,justfinished
touringandareheadingbackinto
the studio. to. start" their much
anticipated second album... Just
released- a new live EP from
Ozzy; "Just Say Ozzy"... Alice
.C~~r_~~_The. _~!~_.QI1_M..arctl. _
12.-- One ~f thehattest "under-
ground" tours now on the road
featuresVoivod, Soundgarden
and FaithNo More (last two are
up for Grammys in the Heavy
Metal category)... Deep Purple-
is now looking for a new lead
singer after the departure of Ian
Gillan... Rumormill also .has it
that keyboardist John Lord has
left Purple as well... Wil~~
Blackmore look to reform~
bow now that Joe Lynn Turner
has beenaxedbyYngwie Maim·
steen?... Don't expect Zeppelin
to tour this summer... Do look for
the·Sex Pistols to get together,
well, those that are still alive...
Eagles (Don Henley and Glenn
. Frey) are back' together and ex-
pectandalbum and a tour... Ditto
for Foreigner... Ozzy's out of
alcohol rehab following last
September's drunken assault on
his wife/managerSharOn: ·He's
working on a new studio effort
entitled "No Dogs Allowed"...
Watch for an udpated version of
"Smoke on the Water," which is
donating its proceeds to victims
oftheArmenianEarthquake. Ian
Gillan, Ritchie Blackmore,
David Gilmour, Brian May,
Paul Hodgers all contribute...
Michael' Monroe (ex-Hanoi
Rocks} has out a FANTMTIC
newalbum;'"NotFakin It"... Don't
expect anything from Metallica
until 1991...
Before we go, here's a
brain teaser for all ofyou-
Gi ve me the original






Amidst the "porno" theatres that line 42nd Street between
7th and 8th Avenues, one theatre stands out; the Victory Theatre.
What's so different about this one? Does it show gay movies? No. It
is the oldest theatre in the TimesSquarearea, ithasbeen rennovated,
and it has returned to featuring plays for the first time since it was
turned into a burlesque house in 1930.
CROWBAR, by Mac Wellman, which is making its world
. premiere at the Victory Theatre, is a funny, interesting, weird ex-
ample of contemporary drama. The seating was very interesting:
With the audience sitting on the stage facing the mezzanine and the
left halfof the first few rows facing the center aisle, the play takes
place all around us. There were scenes in the mezzanines, the right
halfof the first few rows, on stage and up in the rafters.
CROWBAR is a story of ghosts that haunt the theatre. It
takes place on September 28th, 1900, the day Ocsar Hammerstein
(father ofthe noted lyricist) first opened the theatre to the public with
James A Heern's''Bag Harbor," It takesplaceover the course ofthree
days and was based upon or adapted from daily newspapers of the
time. Throughout the play we havea saxophoneplayerhangingin the
air above us, dummies falling from the cieling, and a group oftwenty
odd ghosts who rhoam the theatre randomly and add to the humor of
the play.
The music byDavidVanTieghemwasamazingand.it leftme
singing catchy tunes all the way home. As the play begins, a screen
rollsacross the mezzanine, andwesee~Pictorial historyofthe Victory
Theatre, which was originally the TbeatreRepub1i~,then Belasco's
Showcase untitit turned into a burlesque hoUse. In 1942 it switched
tomovies andbecame the VictoryTheatre. The playis basically a plea
to the public to keep the theatre alive.
The play is presented by En Garde~ who use the build-
ings and streets of New York as their stage. They try to bring live
performances to unexpected settings. toawaken newaudiences to the
possibilities of theatre.
. Though I can't really say I understood the play entirely, ~t is
worth watching. It reminded me of the New York ExPerience and
introduced me to the enriching possibilities of theatre.






A CHANGE IN THE WEATHER
Give Gregson & Christine Collister
Produced by Clive Gregson
Rhino Records
RATING: ** 1/2
Just when you think that music has gone totally electronic,
somebody comes along and releases~ acoustic album. Gregson & ~
Collister fall right into that description with their latest, "A Change
in the Weather.- \
The acoustic guitar plays a very large role in this album, and .
doesn't hinderitat all...the musicitselfdoes a good enoughjobof'that,
Thealbum starts with thebestsong, -rhisis the Deal,"which
effectively uses the acoustic guitar, a ramming snare drum and a
perfect amount of vocal hannony. Unfortunately, from there on it's all downhill.. .
Gregson and Collister have been classified by their home press in England as a folk- rock type duo. Clive Gregson, lead singer and
.writer of all the music, feels that the characterization is inaccurate. He feels that they are a rock act. Well, Clive, you'd have a better shot
as a folk-rock act, because your music just doesn't cut it as a rock act. .
The music is too slumberous, with the exception of"This is the Deal: which isn't a good enough deal to spend seven dollars for. Yet
I must admit that Christine Collister's voice is impressive. No matter how impressive her voice is, it still cannot save this album from hitting
the discount rack. . . .
I found myselfstraining to listen to side two. Hope for a good song still lingered in my mind when I turned it over, but my mind soon
began to wander as the lethargic music started in. . .
There is one song on the album called ,Don't Step In) My Blue Suede Shoes," The impression I got at first was that the song was
meant to be a tribute to Elvis Presley. The song speaks ofthe tabloid press's insistance that Elvis is still alive. Gregson speaks for Elvis, and
asks them not to standin Elvis'blue suede shoes. But theycannot, becauseGregson's feet arealreadythere. Thisupsetme. Gregson is spewing
these high sounding words about how Elvis' memory should not be exploitedfor personal gairi, and Gregson is doing exactly what he's asking
other people not to do. _
Overall, the album gets one * for originality, one * for instrumental performance, and a final half* for diversity ofmusic. Still, I wish
I could have given itmore.' .
"CROWBAR••• IS THAT A NEW PORNO?"
The point is that The Good Girls are just that: good, or at
least good enough. Good voices, good "team work- with the singing
make this a good urban contemporary song with an up-tempo-and-
presently-in-style beat. You may ask what the -nt-style- beat is, well
it's like this: Take Big Daddy Kane's CJlaW- and speed it up a bit(use /
the instrumental side, please)...that's the "in-style- beat and it seems to be selling quite well. /'
The only problem is that the Good Girls arejust that: good. There isn't anythingoutrageouslyoutstandingabout the songthat I would
really WANT to remember. Don't get me wrong- I commend their efforts in trying to get a piece of the pie...Expect some airplay on 'BLS or
KISS, but it may take something special to make "Love is Like an Itching in My Heart".not just' another face in the crowd.
Another single , "Your Sweetness" was stuck into the 'B' side. I got the "House Muzak ·Version."·Let me ·tell all you house maniacs
that this is not what you think. "Your Sweetness" is very "casual house", meaning it is smooth around the edges.•.Okay, I mean that it is
cute: No heavy bass, No "Who's-it-by?" responce, and No "Yo-Dave-play-it-on-the-show"inquirieS(someofyouunderstandthelaststatement).
Again, possible air play on 'BLS and IqSS, and even at SOme parties for the mellow crowd, but I think lime-green Ferraries will
fly before you hear "Your Sweetness- at MARS, RED' ZONE, or even the TUNNEL.








Rankis said, "It was a
frustrating year. We didn't get
the talent level I expected from
the team. I hope we improve.
We will have to bring in some
new players to improve compe-
tition. The guys were too
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Has anyone seen Mikko Makela?
won the CUNY title for the tough and cut the lead to 8 at
second straight year. What a 61-53 with 11:00 minutes left:
difference a year makes! Will there be an upset? Almost!
Four straight losses is Reid passed the ball to Varellas
enough to make you think what who's shot was blocked against.
you have. to do to win. But, the backboard. Itwasclearly
there was onlyone day for goaltending. The ref didn't call
Rankis to prepare his troops for it, CSI came down to score
the first round of the CUNY making it a 10 point lead
Conference Tournament which instead of a six point lead.
began' on February 19 From there on the Statesmen
'. (President's Day) at ehe-College- had no will to continue- and
of Staten Island. died. .Rankis' nightmare was - - -~as-a------ ~ ~~---
With a seventh place almost over. Down the stretch
finish (out of eight teams), Baruch's free throw shooting firustratin 0
Baruch had the honor of facing was horrible and lost 86-68. . ' . ~
their nemesis (and second Reid led the Statesmen 'Season"
place) CSI~ (In the other with 18 points with Varellas '
games, number 1 Hunter faced pumping in 15 and Derrick
number 8 Lehman; number 3 Griffin, a career.high.Id.
CCNY met number 6 York and .
number4 Medgar Evers met ,One,of the ~ngs the
, number 5 John Jay). Baruch Statesmen m-ust learn is that
hadn't beaten CSI in quite they can't quit after a bad call is
sometime. In three of their last made. It was a judgement call
, four meetings, CSI won by at on the refs part and he chose to
least 20 points a game. In their make the calIon Varellas'
last meeting, a few weeks ago, blocked shot as a clean block
Baruch blew a seven point lead and not goaltending. The lead, there jobs were safe." -
late and lost at the buzzer on a was only 10 and there was still ' N~w Rankis can finally
desperation shot. 11:00 left on the clock. Instead relax and take aome time off to
In this contest, CSI Baruch chose to give up right figure out what he can do to
took the early lead and coasted there and take the loss. There ," improve on this year's 8-18
to a 47-32 lead at halftime. A will J}.O doubt be major changes record overall and 4-10 in the
rejuvenated Baruch squad.hung next seasot:t·o 0 ' , conference, Maybe it will come,.. - .... __ .- .- - --'-to-:hinr:itt-a·d:team~· .- , .-.. ,. , ..
The, Ticker





Contiued From Page 24
Var.ellas had 10. There was one
bright spot though in the game.
Reid, with his 5-5 from the
charity stripe, established a
new Baruch College record with
21 consecutive free throws. It's
not Larry Bird, but it's a good
start.
talented team, probably the
most talented in the conference.
Their problem is that they
aren't disciplined enough."
In this contest, M.E.'s
talented and undisciplined
squad beat Baruch's less
talented but disciplined team,
but not without a struggle.
Both teams played an up-tempo
.~nd physical game. It was
fairly c1~e'all the way except
The next day was for M.E.'s 18 point lead at one
another CUNY game at John point which Baruch chipped
Jay College. Surprise, the away at. The Statesmen were
Statesmen went up by 10 early only down 50-46 at halftime.
at 19-9. JJ went on a run and The second half remained just
took a slim 35~341eadinto the as close. Baruch got within four
locker room. The second half points and was only down 90-84
was tight and went back and with 1:00 left. As usual, the
forth and back and forth, with a Statesmen couldn't pull it out
few ties thrown in. But, in the and M.E. ended up with a big
end, JJ's zone defense wore 101-90 win. Varellas led the
Baruch down and came away Statesmen with 28 points, with
with a 75-66 victory, which Reid pouring in 20 and Greaves
handed Baruch their third 19. Sean Jones, Baruch's
straight loss. Varellas led the answer to Dennis Rodman (the
Statesmen with 16 points, all in Detroit Piston's defensive
the first half. Reid had 14 specialist) had a career high 18
points and 12 rebounds and rebounds. Incidentally, M.E.
Freeman chipped in with 11. went on to heat College of
There was little time to Staten. Island by a similar score
rest as MedgSr _Evers came to . a few days later, Last season,
town five days later. Rankis .. ' .M.E. occupied the basement-of
describes- M:E. -as a·-Very - - - - - - -the CUN¥ Cenference and CSI
(Mickey Krameij
I imagine I wasn't the only one utterly shocked by the new
undisputed heavy:,~ightchampion, James "Buster» Douglas.
I kept waiting for Tyson to finish his man.
Still waiting. .
At first glance, Holyfield got the shaft, but he'11 probably
make out better than before the upset. '
. If he fights Buster first for a nice chunk of change, and
WIns, he then gets a small fortune to' tackle Tyson. ,
, If Tyson gets his mitts on Douglas first, Evander gets
more than the original 11 million to fight whoever wins.
My friend Howie R. wants to know if the lock-out helps or
hurts Domaso Garcia's chances of winning the every day second
base job? '
Mr. Divac, of the Lakers, is one hen ofa ballplayer.
Has anyone seen Mikko Makela? '
Montana to Rice is unreal, but I'm glad football is over and
done with.
Did anyone watch the Pro Bore? '
If you saw the game, gimme a ring at 725-7622:
fm serious.
Big.George Foreman is too dam funny. When asked how
he'd settle the heavyweight mish-mash of Douglas, Tyson and
Holyfield, he said, "I'd settle it all by taking out Tyson, Douglas
and Holyfield... All in one night!"
, And just the other day, he mentioned his three weapons.
"1 have a good left, a good right, and if neither is working, 1'11 belly-
,bump you!" ,
Has anyone seen Walt Poddubnv?
Why am I the worst procrastinator?
I'll tell you later.
I doubt Harvey; of St. Johns, has an NBA future, but I'd
love to see himjoin the Timberwolves' Richardson.
Pooh and Boo.
" TI1E~r,~.i~.I1'~_~~!.~r~~~~_to.have in sports then Boo.
, The worst that'll happen is.you'lfget-,"Boo"ed.· .'
Has anyone seen Joe Cirella?' '
. Street News continues to help those who wish to help
themselves.
And for those who wish to help, those who wish to help
themselves, please call (212)768-7290.
When the baseball season gets started, it's going to be
missing one ofits all-time greats, Lawrence Peter "Yogi" Berra.
Now introducing, the Bi-Weekly Yogism- On a fancy
White House dinner he .attended, "It was hard to have a conversa-
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"Lady; any cab driver would
__ have toldyou nDtto.buy those
bonds!!" ,
Get to know your fellow man - Hobnob with rich and famous
Deal with the movers and shakers - Tell off a politician
Collect material for your book - Experience the weird, unique
and strange
,T.V. shows are about cops, doctors 'and CAB DRIVERS
Your views will be sought by the media
Become street-wise in the million-tooted-city
~eetthatproducer
Some extra cash when needed
"This job is really going places."
If you have 5 years of driving experience we can sponsor you
for a taxi license
Rego - Stan Maintenance Call (718) 786-5811
Monday - Friday lOam - 2 pm Ask for Stanley
I
Qui%
1- Who is the last NBA ~
player to lead the league in
steals and assists in the same
season?
~- Who led the Major Leagues
m homers in the'1980's?
, .
··3- Who was the first NHL
player to achieve over 100 as-
sists in a single campaign?
4- For which USFL team did
Jim Kelly begin his career?
5-- Who was the first fighter to
go the distance with Larry-
H?lmes, while he was defending
his heavyweight title?
Answers on Pager 23
Need Help Solving Academic, Business
and
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in the hands ofSandy Varellas.
He had a wide open one foot
shot. There was no one within
five feet ofhirn. But, the
usually accurate Varenas .~
missed it somehow and Bar!ich
went down to defeat after
almost pulling out a miracle.
Greaves led the team




what a team needs is a
loss to get them going
again. A 2 point game





received in their next
game a week later vs.
Rutgers-Newark.
Baruch wasn't
supposed to get seven
days off, but Xavier
High School (Baruch's
home court) was being fixed up
so they had to wait.
Rutgers-Newark didn't
mind the wait because they
carne out roaring. No matter
what defense Baruch threw at
them, Rutgers was able to
thwart it with their superior
outside shooting, which was a
hefty 69 percent. The final
score was 88-59. Nobody really
stood out for Baruch. Freeman
and Mike Reid each had 11 and
Continued on Pag~ 23
season.
, On Feb. 5, the States-
men, looking to win their fourth
in a row, visited conference
rival York College. The game
was well played and was very
close until the final buzzer.
Baruch could have won this
game- and should have won this
game. With six seconds left in
regulation with York leading
60-58, Tyrone Greaves was
fouled. Greaves missed his first
free throw. Rankis immediately
called a time-out to plan out
what he wants his team to do,
which is for Greaves to inten- .
tionally miss the next free
throw and for his teammates to
crash the boards and try ana
'regain possession for a final and
tying shot. The plan sort· of
worked. Greaves missed the
free throw and the ball landed
Attention Ray Rankis,
"This is your body speaking.
You have been haying a
horrible nightmare. It is now
. over, Your team's season is
finished. You may now relax
and enjoy the next eight
months. Go to Club Med for a
few weeks and rest up. Let




subside·"Whatwas "We didn't get
this nightmare that
Coach Rankis was th t I .. t' I I
having? Basically,it . e a en eve
was about this
promising team, who .......
--4ffiishedmzel".500 - - . -that we-were
last season, made it
to the CUNY Confer-
encesemi-finals,got expecting.'
a Division III post
season bid and came
into this season with
much higher hopes.
What transpired was a team
that finished 10 games under
.500, a seventh place finish in
the CUNY Conference, a very
short stay in the CUNY
tournament and tons of ques-
tion marks which the coaching
staff-must answer before
November.
When we last left you
two weeks ago, Baruch had won
three,yes,three,garnesina
row. We continue with ~he final




David Rosado (12) prepares to make a perfect pass.
\'''.' , ~ :'~ .
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Easy as one, two, three.
The Baruch Statesmen whipped Fordham in three
straight games to raise their tecord to 9-6.
After falling behind 1-0 in game one, Baruch would not
trail again in the opening game. .
Two blistering serves by setter, Huy Tran gave Baruch a
5-1 lead. A Fordham time-out couldn't slow the momentum.
Led by a Chris Demers kill, David Rosado's multiple hits
and continued strong serving by Tran, Baruch stormed to a 12-1
lead and cruised to a 15-2, first-game victory. -
Game two was a bit tougherr
A Billy Sappia smash gave the Statesmen a 6-3 lead.
More strong play by Sappia including two kills and a well-placed
dink gave Baruch a seemingly insurmountable 10-4 lead.
Fordham slowly came back and eventually knotted the
game at 13. _
The Statesmen regained their composure and won 15-13.
Game three was a washout. Fordham scored zip, zilch,
nada, not-a-point. 15-0, Baruch.
Demers said, "We played our best in the first and third
games and if we play like that, we can continue to do well." ,
Tran adds, "(on the shutout) That's the way we should al-
ways play. But, sometimes, when the level of competition goes
down our intensity goes down.".
. ' . As an example, Tran gave "the Feb. 13, match vs, USMMA.
"We
won in three straight, but we allowed them to score m?re then they
should have." .
The Statesmen have run up a very respectable 9-6 record,
which-ineludesa-forfeit; loss-toLehman.. Baruchhasvictcriescver .
York, Queens, Sacred Heart, Eastern Montana, Bridgeport and a
second'victory over Fordham.-- r_ .' .' . ' • '. '
. . On the key to the season, Sappia said, "We need passmg.
Our passing could be.a little better. Other then that, we're having
·a very good season."
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